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There are two volt t r, iF e ,, rid rt Guide 8;12. The firstcon-
tains the guide tc -.c--lar,. .curriculum and, in addition,
part of the regou, =,a. the curriculum material. The
remaining resow .;t. 7-1 r 4ix, .ore prented in _a second
volume This Ir -,,-. ,, that the Content Resources of 4
Volume I can be ,u1-! aousIV with the Theme Resources
of Volume II. The ct i th, se sections have been organized so
that readers can cc c--- rces from anNkkcententArep and any
theme and thus " tE . own resource book for use in the .-,
planning of-Their .c,_- lr. ,I Es: To facilitafe access to particular
areas in these Chiiplorc, a series of display headirrgi has been
presented in the top. right hand caner Of each resource page: These
display headings correspond to the secondary art program Darning
outcomes, which are identified in 'the curriculum section of this
guide.



Preface:

. The. Secondary Art Guide 8-12 was developed to itacourage_students
to of experiences that increase their knowledge of art, ex-

' tend their skills in specific dit sciplines, and refine their attitudes"
toward art: 'The' curriculum was developed to- refleCt the ex-
pectations set forth in the /Urns of 4itication for Elementary and Secon-
dary Scholl/5 in (British Columbia, which. states in part that the
schcipts primary purpose is to-educate by enabling each stUdent to
purSue excellence, t9 experience success, and to realize maximum
potential. -The ckirriculuM. should enable each student to achieve
educational and vocational goals and to develop interests, skills,
and abilities."' The, Aims of Education for Elementary and Secondary
Schools are outlined in the Administrajive Handbook for Elementary and
SecondaritSchools, which is available from the Ministry of Education's
Publication Services Branch, 878 Viewfield Road, Victoria, British,
Columbia,. -V9A

In addition, the art curriculum attempts to meet many of the core
areas as defined in the, Guide to the Core Curriculum, 1977, which is
al6o available from Publication Services Branch. The core ;

curriculum fOcusses on the following areas: Canada's cultural and
physical heritage; the cultural and physical heritage of the world;
the roles, resrionsibilities, and rights of the individual in society;
inquiry, analysis, acid croblem- solving skills; and, healthful living.,

The Ministry has further defined the place of fine arts, and thus Art
8-12, in "Fine Arts and the Core Curriculum: Schools Department
Circular No 82, 1979.0S 27- (see Appendix). In part this circular
states that the Ministry has taken the position that [fine arts in
EduCation] is a vitally important aspect of a student's education but
that becausd of the rich and diverse potential it has for learning, the
development of provincially prescriptive courses is not desirable.
InStead, general -curriculum- policy guides will be prepared, and
schools are asked to ensure that within these, "significant learning
experiences are provided."

e

These curriculum policy guides were developed through a revision _

of_the secondary fine art's curriculum. This revision began with the
formation of a Pine Arts Review Committee. That committee, after
assessing existing programs, suggested updating the 'curriculurn,
and resources to reflect new developments and trends in art
education: Accordingly, a Fine Arts Advisory"Committee was lormed.
to gUide the revision process. This committee Was divided Info three
curriculum suBcommittees: art, music, "and drama The .sub-
committees identified a common set.. of goals for fine arts programs,
and then, using these goals as a- guide,, each subcommittee started
developing curriculum' guides.

,,Durrng the development of the art .gurricultim it beca necessary
to form a second art revision committee. This co imittee was
'established- in Decernber, 1977 to continue the art curriculum
'revision work.

I-

In May, 1979 a- reaction panel met to consider the draft of the
proposed secondary art curriculum guide. In accorda,nce with the
suggestions received, the, draft was then revised betWeen Sep-



tember, t979 and June, 1§80. During this stage several resource
persons attended committee meetings to assist the curriculum com-
mittee. In addition, several art educators -helped the committee to
select and define art courses. The curriculum guide was formally
approxecl- by the Ministry in June,, 1981,

The 1921 program differs in several respects from the previou's.art..
,4arogrm prepared hared i.$65/66. First of-all, it emphasizes' imagery as
'the centrol focus of eit and considers the image itself as central to
Visual learning, Imagery exists in both the mental process and tile
ifroduct of art, It is all important sinte, there is no- art without an
image. There art many leVe,ls of imagery, yet all are products of the
imagination products Created through observation or from the
memory of th6student. Even when an',imposed subject is used to
facilitale Itarni,nk the image is vital: It is the means by which .stu-
.denth -learn td know, apply; and consider art.

Secondly, the 1981 program Stresses the development of reasoned
criticism and sees the history and heritage of art as-integral to all
art courses. In contrast, the 19§5/66 program emphasized the
prqparatiOn of students for specific professional careers. In ad-
dition,' the earlier program identified applied design and ,corn-
mercial design as specific courses while the revised program in-
,cludes them in all areasLof visual expression.

Thirdly, the 1981 program includes printmaking, film, and
photography in a Content j3esources section entitled -"Visual Ex
pression in Graphics." Alscf, while the new program acknowledges
that the development of technical skills is essential, it designates
the development of imagery as its ultimate goal.
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The Secondary Art CUrricu ur*-

Rationale
Art is :a fundamental dimension Of human life. Throughoutrecorded
history Human beings have used the_ visual arts to give form and
meaning to ideas and feelings and o._express and communicate
profoundly-felt experiences to others. Hence, -the presence- of art as
a formative medium is found not only in, our museums and galleries
.but in all those objects and technologies that have their origin in
vrsual (or spatial) thinking and their ensuing development in visual
'design:

Human experience is ordered in various ways: numerically, verbally,
musically, kinesthetically, and visually: Students need experience in
all these areas if they are to gain the maximum benefit from their
education. Education 'in art helps students to become selective and
discriminating in they visual judgements and to improve their un-
derstanding of their visual environment. Students also need prac-
tice recognizing and understanding the relations between these
areas of hunian experience. Education,in art encourages students to
,consider the relation between verbal and visual learning, or in other
words, to -visual literacy."- For these reasons, education- in art is
essential education.

When schools provide suitable and imaginative art programs that
combine the disciplineS of intellectual activity w*ti -Oysical skills
in creative problem-solving they Are supporting the 'individual
growth of students and are contributing to the develoOment of 'their
personality. Students who participate in such art programs not only
gain a knowledge of wig and the role-it plays in human interaction
but also develop an understanding and appreciation of the arts of
other cultures, both historical and contemporary. The experience of
art also Helps students tokfecorne selective and discriminating in
their visual jUdgemerit and thus improve their understandihg of
their own visual environment.

Students' of art must develop some mastery of basic skills and
acquire a working knowledge of the fundamentals, history, and
heritage df art. Both:facets lead to worthwhile areexperiences: the
satisfaction of achievement as well as the uri'derstanding and en-
joyment of the artistic creation of others, Skills, while 'not ends in
themselves, are important keys to greater freedom, personal growth,
and artistic confidence.

This art curriculum defines and enunciates a bogy of knowledge
supported by teaching suggestions froM whic art programs should-
be developed. The vise ang imaginative use of this guide should
assist .teachers to establish seduential:developmental:exercisei: It
should also help them to create the conditions and circumstances
whereby students may.experiente and explore a series of activities
suited to their needs and relatedth specific goals:

A welr-developed art program will include opportunities for stu-
dents to see and feel visual relatiOnshiK" to develop imagination
and personal imagery; to enga.g9 'in: the practical production of art
work; to appreciate' the art of others; to develop an inOrmed



aegthetic and critical awareness; and to evaluate hi_r own work and
that of others.

Although visual images may make strong and stirring impressions
no matter what their source or origin, fuller understanding of them"
depends on knowledge gained 'through effective educational,
preparation:A wdll-developed art program will txparkliand clarify
visual awareness and will deepen and refine feelings. It will help
students to enjoy_ greater self-knowledge and self-enrichment as
Well as increase, their understanding of others.

t .

This guide is compiled in the belief that its use Will make more ef-
fective the teaching and learning of art:

Pr,ogrim Goals
The goals are the overall statements of intent for the art curriculum.
They are derkied from the rationale for this curriculum and provide
a basic structure from which all components of the guide haveen
developed.

The secondary art program goals are as follows:
to stimulate and extend students' visual curiosity;
to assist students in developing appreciation for their own ar-
tistic endeavors and those of -Others;
to develop students' potential to respond critically to visual
and aesthetic- phenomena;
to enable students to gain. expertise in art processes and
skills;
to foster in students an understanding of the relation be-
tween art and history.

Leerning. Outcomes
The hollowing learning outcomes are designed to meet the program
goals of the secoridarV art curriculum. They are-the basis upon
which the material found in the Content Resources and Theme
Resources sections of the art guide has been organized, and they
provide teachers with a structure for organizing- instruction.

A student should demonstrate knowledge.of, and the ability to use

irnagenc___
the elements and Orinciples ,of design,
historical =and conternpora,ry developments, and
reasoned criticism. /

Additional learning outcomes relating tO this book's specific con-
tent areas have also been developed. These Gancern

the ability to apply the materials, tools and equipment, and
processes of art to the visual exprtssion areas, and

- the 'ability to use appropriate vocabulary. -

CURRICULUM GUIDE
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Sdope and Serliferice for Secondary Art
The chart 'includedjn:side the back cover of the Curriculum Guide
and Content Resources volume of the Seeandttry Art Guide 8-12 shows
the scope and sequence' of instruction for secondary art programs.
The chart_ reflects the three levels of instruction in se=condary art
programs. Art FounditiOns, the first level, represents the core of the
art curriculum and-consists of-infroductory material in all areas of
visual expressictn. It is intended to provide students with op-
portunities to develop and review a basic understanding of art. Its
content is varied in .nature and should be selected and organized to
suit the maturity and needs of %tudents entering art in the secon-
dary school for the first time. Art foundations is considered a

_ .prerequisite for further study_ in art_

Beyond . the Art Foundations' level, the art program branches into
five areas of visual. expression: ceramics, drawing and painting,
graphics, sculpture, and textiles. These areas of visual expression
refleci the two remaining levels of instruction -basic and advanced.

Visual expression in ceramics outlines content that provides op-
portunities for students to .gain insight 'into, traditional and Cor
temporary practice in ceramics as a medium of creative expression
and functional value. This material may be taught as a specialty or
in combination with other visual expression areas.

Vieual expression in drawing and painting -alloWs the student to
focus on drawing and painting as a verthple for work in other visual
expression preas'or to study a wide variety of techniques, materials,
and' images as desired for a drawing and/or painting specialty. This-
material may be taught as a specialty or in combination with one pr
More of the visual expression areas,

Visual expression in graphics outlines content tRat provides op-
portunities for students t gain insight into traditional and con-
temporary Oractites in photography,' printmaking, and print
Teachers may select from the content_ outlined to design specialty
courses in graphics or in combination withone or more of the other
visual expression areas.

Visual expression in sculpture deals with images modelled, carved,
castn or assembled. `This material may be taught as a specialty or in
combination with one or more of the other visual , expression areas.

Vituatexpression ln textiles deals with many aspects of fibre arts.
The -content is outlined under fibre construction, fabric con- .
struction,.and surface embellishment This material may be taught
as a specialty or in combination with one or more of the other visual
expression areas..

12. CURRICULUM GUIDE



Art Courses-

This _guide has been designed to encourage flexibility in the
development of courses and programs so that they may best aleet
most student- needs.

Not all schobls will be able to offer all art courses outlined in the
following pages, and therefore some course selectiork will be

. necessary. It-may also be advisable to bouble block, or` eoup to -'
dents frum two grade's to take a course at the same Wile, in order to-
provide the courses necessary to meet students' needs.

In-`art courses the Content varies acCording to the ways irLwhich'
visual expression areas beyond the art foundations level.pre -corn-
bined: There are- two ways of a `z ng -content:

Courses may be, select d thatinvolve-at least fourfour,ot the.five ,
visual expression areas. (Art 8, 9, 10, -11, 22, Art Careers 12)
Courses may be selected that involve three -or fewer of 'the
visual expression arextital_Art/2-Do grades 9/10, 11, 12;
Visual Art/3-D, grades 9/10, 11, 12; Art -Careers 121

As the following chart shows, there are five artcourses, all except--
one of-which are available at different grade levels. The designation
9[10 nieans-thakschools may offer-one such course and thatzlit may
be offered at either the grade- 9 or 10 level. Students =from both
grades may be grouped ro take such a course at the-same time but
can receive credit for the course only once. These courses represent
the full secondary art program. Thus a student may receive a
m?ximum of twelVe art courses from grades 8 through 12. This also
enables junior secondary schools to offer two additional authorized
courses of a specialized nature. -.

co e Name Number of Visual
Expression Areas 'avowed

Abbreviation Grade Level

Art at least 4 = Art , ,-10, 11, =12
Visual An/2-D 3 or fewer V.A. 2-D 9/10, 11, 12 /
Visual Art/3-D ' .3 or fewer V.A. 3-D. 9/10, 11, L2
Art Careers 3- or fewer A.C. 12 --1

It is recommended that 100
course offered.

There are no prerequisites for entry( into any art course prior to
grade 11. However, prior to enrolling in a 12 level course, students
must have successfully completed an appropriate.11 level course.

A, list of prescribed and authorized materials is found in the
Prescribed and Authorized Learning Resources Catalogue published an-
nually by the Ministry of Education. If unavailable within the school,
copies of this publication may be obtained from the Ministry of

- Education, Publication Services Branch, 878 Viewfield Road, Vic-
_



toria,-- Britith V9A 4V1. In Addition, the B.C. School
urilte Matnial, available in school board offices outlines` fadilities

and_ design guidelines and also makes suggestions concerning fur-
niture and .equipment

Art 8 and-9
These courses will offer the-Art Foundations content and are thus
the basic component or core of the art programs The other. art
courses in the art program Will.be built updn the basics ofart which
students are provided with here.

Art 10 and 11
Students- shOuld be encouraged to :take Art -S and/or 9 prior.
enrolling in Art 10 or '11. However, ice some students may not
have taken-Art B add/or 9, the Art 1O and 11 courses should be
'designed for two purpose& First, these- courses hould meet the
needs of students wishing to Continiie their educe 'On in art by of
ferind experiences in a variety of visual exprestior a as. Secondly;

...these course S should meet' the needs' of_ students Who are taking art
for the first time and thus require-the teaching of ArtFoundations._
The Art 10 and 1,1 Ceases should allow for 14rning experiences in
a,. minimum of .four of the five visual exprestion areas. Teachers
should select-appropriate content to ensure that students have an

.._,-.
opportunity to aChieve all-learning outcomes.

Art 12
An Art 12 course should be designed solely'to meet the needs of
students wishing to continue their education in art through ex-
periences in a minimum of four out of five visual expression areas.

_Teachers should select appropriate content to ensure-that students
have an opportunity to achieve all learning outcomes.

Vi al Art/2-0, Oracles 9/0 and 11
Courses within this option should-be-designed for students Wishing
to focus their studies on either or both of drawing and/or painting or
graphics Where necessarY, Art Foundations Should be incorporated.
It is recommended that students take an Art 8, 9, or 10 course prior

_to, or concurrent with, course work in this area Teacher& should
select appropriate content ensure-that oppoilunities are provided
for all students to achieve all learning outcomes.

Artf20;Grade 12
A Visual Art.2J3, grade 12 course should be designed solely to meet'
the :needs of stlidents wishing to continue Weir education in art
through:experiences in drawing; painting, and/or graphics. Teathers
shotild select appropriate content -to -.ensure that opportunities are
provided-for all students'to achieve all learning Outcomes. Students
must have succeSkully.tompleted a Visual Art/2-D;,:grade 11 or Art..
11 course prior to enrolling: in a Visual Art / 2--D, grade 12 course.

.

14. CUR cULUM GUIDE



Visual-Art/3-0, Gr des 9/10 and 11
Courses within- his-oPtion should be designed for students

Ito focus theirstudies on either one, or a .combinatign of, cerapcs,
textiles, or sulptUre, Where necessary, Art Foundations -shobid be
incorporated. It is recommended that students-take an Art 8, 9, or
10 course prior ,to,-'or concurrent with courses- in this area
Teachers should select appropriate content to ensiire that op-
portunities are provided for.all students to achieve all-learning Out-
comes.

Visual .Art/3-D,,,Grade 12
A_Visudl Art/3-D; grade 12_cpurse should be designed solely ti* meet

rthe -needs of stud;nts wishing to continue their educationlo art
through experienceS in ceramics, scolptu e, and textiles. Teachers
anobld select content to ens re that opportunitia are
provided for all students to achieve all lea ning outcomes. Students
must haiie successfully completed a Visual Art/3-D, grade-11 or Art
11 course prior to enrolling in a-Visual Art/343, -grade 12 course.- ,

.

Art careers 12
-An Art-careers 12- course shoOld be designed to meet the needs of
students, who have Completed.- the advanced level in at least two
visual expression areas or who -have reached the advanced level in,
two andlare/or completing those levels concurrently with Art

"-Careers. 112_ This course Should provide experienced art students
with theopportunity.to study:further, to prepare portfolios for pest-
secondary. institutions . or employment,, , to plan and conduct
showings',Of,_work, and to participate in work experience programs.
Art-Careers,' because.of its' special nature, may draw content from
any riumberotvisual,exbression areas and may be individualized to
focus on any of the learning _outcomes.

. ,_

Locally -Developed Courses'..,...

Where a school linds.-6: ecessary to offer. students the opportunity
-_to take more than one Ecourse in a particular course:area- in any one::
grade, the locally

y so-could stitchery. Also, film-making couldCOurse; simil l

dev loped Course option- is reco zmended. This:

3-D

guide allows for the to ping of units within each -visUttexpression
area_ For example, le eatery - can be taught as a part of a Visual
Art/

, be taught as a part of Visual Art/2-0. In schools where it is desirable
1b7expand such units (e.g., jewellery, stitchery, film-making) into-full
year or semester courses, the locally develoPed course -option
should be used.
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= I n. general; evaluation in education:is the systematie examination of
what is being. learned ,or taught4Evaluation requires informed
judgments about performance as indicated by changes ,in behavior,
attitude, and knowledge. Evaluation ehould be an on-going Process,
taking place-frequently- on several, levels of interaction and in-,
volving a variety of ways of gathering apprbpriate information.
Criteria -for-evaluation: of student -learning program design, and
teaching effectiveness should be closely related to curriculum goals
and-learning outcomes, course-and program requirements, and ob--Tr .
jectiveS for individual units of. study. Whatever the subject, the use
of clearly stated instructionar-objectiVes greatly assists in linking --.
evaluation of classroom activities with the pu poses of various
levels---drinstructionelprograins.

This continuum of purpose and evaluation can b applied to art in-,.
struction. 'Within this guide provincial aims, goals,. learning out-
comes and activity suggestions haverbeen developed with such a
progression _in mind. The activity statements cdntaihed
guide, and the summary 'tatements contained on the scope and
sequence chart which accdmpanies it, can be translated into -in-
structional objectivei by specifyipg the content involved, the kinds
of- -actions= the student will perform when involved in the activity,-
and ,the -criteria to be used as evidence 4hat the student has
achieved competence.-Hence, teachers gain evaluative information
regarding the effeCtiveness or program design, classroom practice%
and student learning. For example, evaluation of:tasks, such as the
students proper and safe use of a tool or the preparatiOn of a
material,- is easily carried out throUgh such a, translation into in=
.structional Objectives.

It is important to note that; while instructional objectives may have
been made clear to Students, many student learnings in art may not

.--parailel -instructional,objectives.- This is largely =clue to the-ex
i upressve nature of art. Such divergent !earnings are often of great

value and deServe Special consideration. Objectives concerning in-
tuition-, feeling emotion,-appreciation, commitment, and a sense of
designare highly valued aspects of learning in art. It is essential to
include them in instructional design, in planning and teaching and,
.most difficult of all in evaluation., . .

Because many of the effects of instruction in art become evident
only over a long Period, and because art by its very nature involves
divergent thinking and manifestations, a variety of methods for
gathering information is-necessary. It is expected that systems will
be developed to gather and store information so, that long-range
grOwth . can be !seen. Sketchbooks, foliesi: charts, graphs,
discussions, and written anecdotes are some of the, practical aids

ithat can assist in this process.

In this guide one learning outcome that a student should demon-
strate knoWledge of ability to apply, and consideration for reasoned
criticism contains a variety of practical suggestions through
whicffotudentsi might develop .personal evaluative skills.
Throupiout the guidee;activities have been posed to encourage
critical observatien, discussion. comparison, and- selection.I.= I



.. Some level:of evaldation most take place in order that these-goalss. _

,'- be' accomplisfted. It is intended.: that a ,chinate: pf-.coritintiel
evaluation be:established in day-to-day proceedi=ngs. In this walista--
dent gtoWth is continually assessed, teaching effectivenest is.' con::
tinually analysed, and. prograhi design is oritint.iallyreviewed,Thus,.-. _ . .

kro-_wth can be viewed, arid changes. Made, in light of the learning-
, .- 7

outcomes ted in -the guide.

The-following three, documents may be of . some assistance
-_ tribuTion and e of Classrdtint Tsts,!Grading-errectiees; Isud-tind)cilter-

natives, and SelertiOn- and-.Use-.of Standardized Tist: They -hove been
_ __-developed by the Learning Assessment:Branch of the Irtilinistryof

Education and are available froni:Publication Services Brandt 8
--VieWrfield.Frifiad . Victoria,- S.C.: ---V9A-.11111.
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hi -Resource Guide

i4
.

A curriculum is intended to guide and.sup ort teachers in designing
programs that-will meet the needs.of stud nts, the school, and the
community. It does so by offering a structure of rationale, goals,
learning outcomend course nomenclature within which- school

'districts and/or teach-ers are free-to develop courseswand select con-
,.tent

This resource guide, offers teachers a structure that willenable
them toAdvelop courses that achieve the curriculum goals of the
secondary art prograrn. It has been designed and written to en-
courage teachers to take .a highly flexible approach in their-

, . .. teaching, an approach which capitalizes maximally upon their own
resources' and those of their school and community.

kecOgnizing that all Students have sore background 16 art the
secondary ert.qUrrioulurn encourages teachers and-administrators.
to-allow stiidena o'enter art courses regardless of the.courses-.they.,-
have taken. Students et the beginning of -their- formal studies in art
require some exposure to ill the visual'expression areas ceramics;

'drawing and painting, graphics, sculpture, and textiles. Thit guide
offers,stigeStions on approaches and content that cover all points
of development,- beginning with the Art, Foundatioffr level for Stu-
dents commencing their study of art; and proceeding through basic
and advanced levels of expertise.

What makes. possible this flexibility in approach is the structure
upon which the suggestions 'offered in the Content- and Theme
Resources' section of this guide are based. All the -approaches
suggested here, whether for the Art Foundations, basic, or advanced
level, are organized around the six learning outcomes for secondary
art programs identified in the Curriculum-section of this guide.
These learning outcomes are identified in display type in the top'
right-hand corner of the page and always occur in the_same order of
presentation:

0

imagery,
the elements'and principles of -design,.
historical and contemporary dIvelophientsi.

_reasoned criticism,
-0 the applications of materials, tools and equipment, and processes

of art, and
vocabulary,

1
It is the responsibility of teachers_to ensure that. their students,
regar.dless of their level-, achieve these learning outcomes, and thus
the program goals, and there are countless ways of doing so. This
guide offers a great many resources, suggestions, activities, and al);
proaches towards achieving these learning outcomes at all levels of
development and in all areas of visual expression, but the
suggestions given here are by no means exhaustiva For this reason,
fully one-third of this guide is given over to a column for teachers'
notes. In the Art Foundations chapter several resources, references,
and annotations have been added to this "Notes" column. In other
chapters this column is left open for, similar notations and for other

2



activities that individuat teachers have developed in order to ac- r
complish_the learning outcomes. It is hoped- that theSe "Notes--
columns will eventually become filled .vii achel's own -ip-
proaphes, resources, and activities, for this ide*represents a foun-
dation _upon which teachers can corritru individually tailored
programs-that bring in their own special understanding and skills.

As such, this resource guide is meant to be a document that con-
tinueS to grow with its iise.4The suggestions in both the Content
Resources-section of Volume I and the TherneFesources section of

-Volume II have been organfzed and designedJa'allow quick and easy
accessitd any pliate in the gUide. This design allows teachers to
combine material from any theme -with level in the cohti4nt .,
areas, -and also to refer easily to suggestions given-in parallel visual
expression areas,-levels of advancement, or themes. This will enable
them to "adapt" the printed suggestions, along with. their own ideas
and suggestions written in the "Notes-- column, to their own uses.
When used in this way, this guide P'ah be a highly Specialized, yet
highly personalized, creative fool. Furthermore, the presentation of
material in this fori-p',will, it is hoped,- dissuade teachers from
regarding this guide as a'!bobk written along linear lines that post a

-clear beginning, middle, and end. Rather,tthe guide shbuld remain
an open-ended document,-one that teachers may rearrange ashy. to
suit their own special strengths and the 'particular needs of their

. studebts.

For, this reason, -this.guide has been set =with margins that-are made
as wide as possible. Teachers who wish to do so may cut away the
binding of the books, punch the -pages, and put them in three-hole
binders. This will- allow teachers who find the "Notes7 columns in- .0
sufficient a means by which-they can pdd more fully to the resour-
ces offered in this ,guide.

Above all, the secondary art resource guide is a compendium Of
resources, a tool designedoiencourage flexibilit9 and creativity in
the teaching .of secondary art programs. None of tile suggestions
given in the resource guide should be regarded as being the only
way, the preferred Way, Pr the best way of achieving a given learning
outcome in a particular area. Better ways-of responding to the needs
of individual learners or groups of learners, and of adapting to per-
sonal, cq ity,_ and school resourdes can always be found, and
consequ ntlyla of the suggestions given here should be regarded
as bean no -more than possibifitiestjt is up to the teachers who use
this gui to selec om th-e many rssibilities given in a particular

_area of I larning,-to compare and cornbine'these possibilitieS -with
those thUnd in other. sections, and to add their own approaches,
suggestions, activities, and resources to the network of possible ap-
proaches that comprise this-art kuide,
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The Foundations Level
in- the Secondary Art Program

The foundations level of art has a speti4i significance since its
mastery is required of all students entering a secondary schdol art
program for the first time and since it is a prerequisite for further
study `'in art. Art Foundations should lead _the student into the
-discipline and excitement of art for its own sake. Because of-rthe-
varying_ art backgrounds of stodepts at this level, it is necessary to
engagelndividual students in a structured course that-focusses on
.self-expression. The-proPer use of tools, materials, and equipment
shquld be taught at this level, and basic skills of both-4 physical and )
mentabhature should ba developed, making students aware of art as
a vital and challenging medium of -thrnmunication.



Implementin g Learning.Outcoms in Art F ridatrons

A student should demonstrate'knowledge of,- and the pbility to use
imagery.. are some possibilities.

Develop image through the use of specific_strategies_Such-as-sirn--

Discus file concepts "sirnplification".an-d "abstraction."
Working from one-source, crate a series of sketches-gradually
omitting detail.
Draw from acomplex object, omitting some lire ta.createam plied

'line and/orlost and found edges. -
Stylize or simplityfshaPes derived from the hUrnan figure.

_ .- = . , . . .
. Examine objects for their underlying _geometric structure or- ._ ., ._', _-

Srulpe. s' -_

_fist
'Arts Rept.

I I cake theft; print=-yeprOdrictiens:
iflo,works:zataTlevallaible-from

niparry-ASee

a-Plot-;- Moriifrien : Conpo, ran
olina; A ria:(595), c--

DeVelop images = through specific strategies such as juxtaposition.

Discuss the concept "juxtaposition."
oup unlikely images to createa feeling of humor or surprise.

. .

Split and rearrange Photographic images.
Combine found and drawn images.
Photograph buildings- dr monuments that are in unusual .jux
taposition in a built environment."

Claes Oldenburg, monuments
Rene Magritte

--
Robert, Raiitchenb-erg -.

.`Pseudo Tudor," Colonial,,
Spanith

Develop images through specific strategies such as elaboration.
Discuss the concept "elaboration.".

a Draw;to extend ,elected found imagery..

a Supply additional details through pattern and texture.
Create a series of sketches based on an existing image, gradually'

- adding detail.
a Collect photographs Of buildings with elaborate decoration.

_ -
Develop images through .SPecific strat

Dcusi--the oancpt "selection."

a Use A view finder to focus on selected areas.

such gs selection.

0--Baroque 'paintings'--7Peter
Rubens

*-Barogile
Rerninl

a-sections 'of photographs,-Ldoodles,_
rubbings

Islamic architecture and mos

according to thkine,` viewpoint, 'and
materials-
stillilife, bicycle, photograph, finds-

-cape
--

Or AlexZelville, To Prince EdwardSelect and record imagery using a camera,
microscope..'

binocular

Select one part of a composition and emphasize
color, line weight-tone.

Foundations- . J.



Develop images through specific strategies such as distortion.
a Discuss the concept "distortion."

`Observe and record images seen in

Observe and exaggerate selecied
shape, .detail, color, texture.

a Change the scale of an object.
Create distortion by drawing with
hand hidden from view.
Use distortion to communicate a special kind of information.
brew an object from many points of view using tracing paper.
Place each consecutive drawing upon the previous one

closed.-or-with

Develop images through specific strategies such as viewpoint.
_

Discuss the concept "viewpoint".
a Use a-"bird's eye view."

Use a "worm's eye view."
Create an "upside-down" drawing,

a-Use aerial photographs as sources o

Develop images through specific s

a Discuss the term "animation."
Develop a metamorphosis series.

Create a serif drawings to tell a
Illustrate step-by-steh instructions,.

a.Produce a flipook.
Make and use a phenakistoscope.
Make a series'of images for use With

ate les such as ani

Develop images &rough specific stfategies slich as,

a Discuss -the concept "magnification."

a Use images seen through a microscope or magnifying glass
sources of design for silkscreen, stitchery, weaving.

Enlarge an image using the grid technique.

_a- Panto
:.7,-'artiortlusfda
a= crySisiloagiap

,a1

__pnearrns,_

Albrecht

Work frdm a variety of sources through
proaches such as observation.
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a Discuss the concept bservation" asiexp essed in a variety of art
-movements.

Record the obtline of a variety of objects alone and in com-
bination.
Examine and imitate in a sample study the work of masters to ob
serve techniques and styles.

-a- Note-tonshow-mass in single objects and in combinations of
objects.

a Supply details to entire images or portions of images through
close and careful observation.
Study and record contour lines and cross-contour lines.

a =Examine and record 'surface interruptions.

Work from a variety of sources through the use of specific ap-
proaches such as memory.

DiScuSS the concept "memory"'as expressed in a variety of art
movements.

a Become aware that the memory is. a repository of innumerable
visual experiences and images.
Employ memory to evoke associations to develop into symbolic
images.

a Use memory =as a source of invention and improvisatio-n:-
. Employ selective recall through recent or distant memory.

Work from a variety of sources through the use of specific ap-
proaches such as imagination and visualization.

Discuss the concepts "imagination" and "visualization."

a Invent_ images using inner. thoughts and feelings. Fantasize and
exaggerate.

Employ -non-visual sources of inspiration such as listening to
music and reading
Add to.and extend a given image such as a-photograph or rubbing

Imagine arid' record dream landscapes, future architecture,
tenors.
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Develop images appropriate for specific purposes such as corn -'.
rnunication.

\Discuss the-concept "co mrnunication. Note consumer influenes
and commercial intents.

Advertise a particulor function or event
Give directions for finding a place or constructing an object.
Influence .opinion through 'a visual essay.

I-

Illustrate a,story, piece of music, or poem:

Develop images appropriate for specific purposes such as
expression.-

Discuss the concept "self expression."
,Make a-personal statement about a particular issue or happening

4.4
Communica a feeling thrsiugh , specifically selected elements
and principle f design.

Develop images appropriote for ,specific purposes

iscuss the concept "decoration." Note consumer influences and
commercial intents,

,

Embellish an image throtligh additive and subtractive procedures.
a Decorate on object or a space according to stated aesthetic

criteria.

decoration.
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Implementing eatping::gutptipe-s:- irk '-Art- Foundation

A student should demonstrate: knowledge okand the ability to use
the elements and principles of design. Here are some possibilities

'Emphasize elements- of such as point and
0' Discuis the.:terms ''point"- and

.- Consider two-dimensional and three-dimensional line:. change,
direction, advance, recede,

_

. Compile visual -and/or =verbal- lists referring to -pOint.and

Elam ne the use of line and point in the work of artists.

Empty a itiointillist style in a drawing.
Consider the emotional aspects of various lines such as a
horizontal line cgknveying peace and tranquility, a vertical line
conveying stability and security,- a diagonal line conveying
dynamic action, -a curved line conveying movement, grace, and
beauty, a continbous line, a converging line, a calligraphic line, a
gestural line, an angular line, and a modulated line

Study the emotional impact of various lines in abstract 'com
positions:-

Recognize and record line in the man -made environment.

* Recognize and record line in the = natural environment.
O .0bserve the, use of line in advertising.

Select and organize materials to create lines in a photogram.
Use conventional line as in drafting and mapping.
Compare kinds of drawn, painted, incises and stitched lines.

. Emphasize elements of .design such as shape and form.

Discuss the terms "shape" and "form."
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to shape and

* Discuss igure - ground" relationships.

orm.-

ok F1ildb ift'`'

C la 35

2

m

-4.

_
3re es

Franz -Kline z Compositton (1401)-

* ..eoilock,,,_Composi_ 0)

-street--!=systems,
bridgser.- ireff petterns,-Z-NictptjA0-
"ginger- t hoasesi berns;-= -
churches. -eth 'c:btiildings :.,ter

=

spider:
logos, alrcratts, printers, packaglrig

Mira- People -and: Dog-.:

WIM:Ccits-1(

Mooro, iSarbara_lepwp:
Jean Arp, Calf 'get 1359J

___i_zlians_1:1Ofmenn,_Sorzg,ef
liltghtingale(14134)
Rend Meitner ,The Surprise Answei:
(1373)
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Be aware of the relationA ship between size nd shape.
Learn lo represent objects tty recognition 0 ssential forms.
Construct sculptural or architectural forms _from dowels, posts,
boxes-- -z-

di Recognize closed and open forrhs.
Differentiate between .positive and negative shapes.

and_cootrasLman4riade ancr natural forms.
Recognize relationships among shapes.

di- Study the emotional impact_of a form in a sculpture or .a building.
Discuss the term_"positive-negative" shape
Identify- and record negative shape.

a_Use- cut paper to simplify piositive or negative shapes
Use posterization, techniques to- shapes

Emphasize element Of design_such at space.

Discuss. the term "space."
Differentiate between real space and types of visually simulated
space (flat shallow, deep, extended).
Imagine you are inside the space created by an artist. Record your
impressions of what you see and feel.
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to .spade.
Discuss the ways in which different kinds of artists use spetce.
Perhaps examine poster designs, ads, sculpture, religious struc-
tures, skyscrapers, or prisons.
Consider the emotional aspect of space.

Organize the space in ..a landscape design to allow for a variety.
Visit a theatre set to observe use of space (illusion, visual depth,
light and shadow).
Use atmospheric perspective to create the illusion of distance in
a drawing, painting or print (foreground, middleground,
background).

Vary relationships-of objects ..0 create space by overlapping, jux-.
taposition; size relationships- and- diStance
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Define space by drawing or making- transparent geometric forms.
Draw objects in contour.
Record interior space by drawing in tone
Demonstrate Me use -of one and two-point perspet ive.
Create-the illusion-of space by the use of overlappin&color, size,
orientation,- value, _foreshortening, detailing.
Compare_ various treatments of space drawn, stitched, painted
woven, and sculpted.

**Study traditional uses of space

hasize elements of design such as value and tone,
Discuss the terms "valye" and "tone"

- Compile_visual-anclior verbal lists referring to _value.-
a Complete use of value in the work of artists.

Consider the emotional aspects of value.

Observe the tonal variety resulting from a changing light source.

.. Use crosshatching to develop tone in the drawing of a simple
-object.
Consider the emotional impact of light or dark values in a
painting

Use chalk and charcoal on .grey paper to emphasize the value
relationships in 'a simple still life
Compare ranges of values to diScover wide ranges and narrow
ranges in drawings, paintingi, dyeings, prints, etchings, and
photographs.
Study tone -seen in shadows.
Create value by developing texture on one su

Emphasize elements of, design such as color.
. .

Discuss the terms "color? "hue" "intensity," and "chrome."
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to color.

a Construct a simple color Wheel.
Observe, compare, and contrast ways in which artists have used
colors..

Use ..warm o cool colors 111

Art FoUndatiems



_

Find exaMples of color har
environment-
Work with a limited palette
Use a dabbed",,or pointillistpointill style to achieve col°
painting.

hies in the na ural and man-made

mixing in a.-

Observe and discuss colors, selected to create mood in a
costume design.
Observe and discuSs color in natural and man-made materials.
Understand the impact of color apprcipriate to the message

--a Study the Influence of- limited color ranges in interior design.

Discuts cultural implication, of the use of color.

a Consider the_emotional impact of color.

Emphasize elements of design such as texture
Discuss the term "texture"
Compile.visual and/or verbal lists referring Igo texture
Experience texture through the sense of touch and by combining
observation and -touch.
Define kinds of texture,
Examine the use of texture in,the work of various artists.
Consider the emotional impact of texture..
Simulate a texture in clay,-drawing, or stitchery.
C-ompare and contrast found texture by making a textural collage
Of actual objects or rubbings.
Use textural techniques in painting.
Obterve and discuss the various textures photographed, drawn, or
collected.
'Select samplet of rough and smooth textures for an interior
design..
Imprint textures in-plastic Materials.
Record texture in the environment throuth pho ography,

- rubbings, or drawings.
a Consider the emotional impact of textures.
s Develop texture in relief by embossing, collography, or paper

making.

Emphasize principles -of design such as balance .and.gronortion.

-0 Discuss -the terms "balance" and "proportion."
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to balance
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Identify and differentiate among the different types -pfbalanoe
a Observe the influence of viewpoint- on balance.

_

Observe_cohipare, and contrast how artists have employed typeS
of balance.

a Observe and record through drawing, 'rubbings, or photography
the kinds of balance obierved in a collection of natural objects.

Observe the built environment and record examples of balance
Observe and record ;through drawing, rubbing, or phbtography the
kinds of balance in a collection of tools, machines, and kitchen
gadgets.
Use a viewfinder to = select and define compositions that could be
symmetrical or asymnietrical..
Consider the hCirnan figure or face as an example of symmetry and
proportion.
Look at body adornment for examples of types of balance

Consider the emotional aspects of balance.

Emphasike princibles of design such as unity.
Discuss the terms "unit and "disunity' andtheir implications
Compile visual and/or yerbal lists referring to unity.

Identify and discuss ways- in which unity may be achiev;c1.
Observe, compare, and -contrast examples of ways in which
artists, architects, and designers'have achieved ,unity.

Consider the emotional impact of unity and disunity.

d

COnsider the role of unity in fashion.
Manipulate figure/ground relationships within format-
establish unity.
Record or establish underlying structure to establish unity.

, Use limited colors, textures, and/or patterns to establish unity,

Emphasize principles .of design= such as contrast.

bjscuss the term "contrast" and its implications.
Compile, visual and/or verbal lists referring to con

Art Foundations



Identify and-discusS ways. in which contrast may be achieved.
Observe, compare, and contrast examples of- in which
artists ar6hitects, and designers have achieved Contrast.
Note opposites in natural and man-made things.

Create contrasts of- texture on a sUrface.
Examine graphic works for value contrasts.
Considerthe emotional impact of contrast.
Establish maximum contrast within a public art work to gather
viewer attention.

Emphasize principles of design such as pattern.
Discuss the term "pattern"' and its, implications.
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to pattern.

Identify, compare, and contrast kinds of pattern.
Observe how pattern is used by artists, architects, and designers

*Record patterns that are easily observed in the environment.
Build a model of a building based on a pattern of simple shapes.
Mount repeats.

Discuss the relevance of repetititon to visual expression areas.

Investigate the illusion of movement through a series.
Use a repeated brush stroke, style, or direction in a painting.

Create a repeat pattern -based on found design.:-

Emphasize principles of design such as-emphasis.
Discuss the term "emphasis" and its "implications.
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to emphapis.
Identify, compare, and contrast ways in which emphasis can be
achieved,

a Observe how emphasis is used by artists, architects, and
designers.- --
Confrol:the use of Color, typeface, or image to.create emphasis in

-mass Media,
s. Use perspective to.Jead: the aye to.a focal -point.

is-orate sUbject:rnetter to create -emphasis..
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Create a centre, o interest through the use of color and detail.

Investigate the emotional aspects of emphasis;
a Experiment -with-groupings of stamped repeated Motifs.

Emphasize principles of design such as movement an rhythm.

Discuss the terms "movement" and "rhythm."
Compile visual and/or verbal lists referring to movement and
rhythm.
Identify, compare, and contrast kinds of movement

-Observe hovr action is-implied by artists.

Dram' an-actual motion such as weaving, braiding, thro
batting kicking, or bouncing

a Observe how action is used by artists, architects, and .desi
Note irregular rhythms observed in the environment

Consider the relationship between movemen
repeated motif.

Be aware .of devices used by artists to con
the viewer's eye across a visual field.

ol_themovernent o

* Observe repeat motifs that create rhythm.
Investigate the emotional aspects of movement and rhythm

Combine elements and ,principles of design.
Demonstrate an understanding of how artists, architects, and
designers Combine the elements and _principles of design.

a Demonstrate an understanding of how elements and-principles-
ipteract in projects at hand.

"use
.

a. Make personal judgments concerning the effective use of
elements and principlis of design in a variety of art works.

Art Foundations



Implementing Learhint--001cOnie5, in

_ A student should demonstrate knowledge of,. and the ability to uSe,
historical and contemporary development. Here area some

Demonstrate an awareness of art as a continuum through history by
considering researching, and discussing images such as the
following according to theme:

animals,
buildings, places of worship,
landscape,
monsters, fantasy,
mother and child,- the family,
music,
portraits,
sports and entertainment,
transportation,
trees, gardens, and forests, and
War and peace

Demonstrate an awareness of art as a continuum through history.by
investigating the origins and/or the present use of materials such as

a, printing ink,
egg tempera,
charcoal,'
oil paint,
balsa wood,
textiles,

- dye, and
clay..

Defnonstrate an awareness of art as a continuum through history by
investigating the historic and/or contemporary uses of a process
such as

collography,
etching,
drypointing
silkscreening,
luthography/off e ing,

weaving
dyeing

37 :Art FoundatiOns



A baSkotry,

* embroidery;
ceramic handbuilding

_

glazemakihg
watercoloring
carving, and
modelling

Demonstrate On awareness of art as a continuum thro fi history by
investigating the historic and contemporary uses of a design
element or principle such as

line,
'shape and forrn,
space,

-cb lor,

texture,
emphasis,
balance,
contrast .

unity,
pattern, and
movement and

Demonitrate anNewareness of artistic traditions and innova
they apply to topics such as
0-advertising

the Canadian labAscape
_chronological periods,

* classicism,
computer art,
conceptual -art,
cur ism,
decorative
ecclectic art,
film making,

art?

othic art,
hard edge,

0 high realism,
human adornment,

42. CONTENT RESOURCES
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Imptenienting:Learning Outcomes ih- Alit- Foundations'

A student should derbonstrate-knowledgeof;the-abiiity to and
consideration for reaSoned criticism-Here are some possibilities.

Identify works of art in general.

Identify specific
media,

.0 culture,
genre,

schools,
time, and
locality.

types of art works according to

ivTi E4appra
rseinottng2lanit 41104,,Anfqiii4t4t

butj=alsocren ti pen it,. making
7 judinient:abotiCif,7:--indYoff*Ing,aa.,-4,
planation for,': those Judgmeint

not
4-1SfOtorer

!Worth
Criticism i wolves OW 100
evaiumfoni-judernentifictaiisdanation*;
It isr,Yiecesairy-JO,-bo able to _describe

_ t harparticular. thing Tieing ,studied, to-
compare -it ,nittf;othat.thingvi.'-toron-

_alterrotivc i`-slutianstr tom
daterinfna`,-its,_:-vidrthif, to foiinpanf,
opinion about it, and finally #o oftFait-

justification-far`
ludgrnentw

Discuss components and relationships in
a the elementt and principles of design,

subtect -matter,
imagery,
the- artists choice of materials, and
technical competence.

,Speculate upon the p4rpose'or exOressed intent of the artist or -ar-
chitect in relation to lime, locality; and Culture.

Relate a piece o o its time, locality, and culture.

Arrive at personal conclusiabs ill order to evaluate various stages of
personal i.vo'rk, the work of peers, and the work of others taking into
account such things as

first impressions
reasoned judgment,

. personal taste, -

fashion and style, and
_

-the critical commentary :of a

Arrive at aesthetic' conclusions

discOssion,
debate,
game, strategies, and
the advocates adversary approach.

hrough -group ac vities such as
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Iniptenieriting Learning Outcomes in Art Foundation

A. student should demonstrate knowledge of and the ability to use,-
the applications of materials, tools and equipment, and processes
of art. Here are some possibilities.

T he Use of Materials

Discover and maximize
media such as

graphite pencils,
crayons,

in.heren characteristics in a variety of art

inks,

a- papers,

card;

pens,

paints,

adhesives,

full range, hard to s
wax,_ Conte, pastels, chalk, color
sticks =

, celored,_

ridge, manila, tissue, newsprint;
nstruction, cellophane, cardbOard,',-;

rice paper, light sensitive paper,,
poeteiboaril,- railroad board;-
board,,corrugated card,-tag,BrIstol-
board, matting board

--balipaynt:tfelt----strtight-,=-teEb-n
tbarnb00;AtillirletterinVhant:Malle

-

food coloring, tempera, dyes,-
gouache

_0 rubber' cement,: wallpaper-- paste, -
white resin glue, Rhoplex; masking
tape, cellulose tape, corlipt dertient,
epdrity

resists,-.

solvents,
brushes,

_wax, ,rubber cement, tempera

virsol, paint thinner

watercolor, bristle, rage, _twigs;
sponges, rollers:-
balsa,- Styrofoam

w
acetate; vegetable

construction materials,
printing plate and block

ID fixatives,
bleaches,

glazes,

clay,.
fabrics,
fibres, and
dyes.

materials,

lip, gyog,--flUx

Make and discover

charcoal,
paper,

burnt twigs,

plant Materials, fabric, paper pulp

fit Foundations 47,



ATI

dye, and
pigment

Select art media appropriate to chosen imagery and approach.

O Use charcoal for a tonal-drawing
0 Use a decisive pencil line for a continuous lihe drawing.

.i.Use wax resist and food coloring in a pointing

Use balsa wood for an architectural model.

.

Compare and cen rastlhe influence, an a single image-o _selecte
media such as

onal media,

et and dry,
collage media,
printmaking media,
sculptural media, and

0- photographic media.

-a

Employ art media innovativ9ly thrPugh mixed media.

Demonstrate safe and proper use and storage of hazardous
materials such as

solvents,

photographic chemkcals,
a adhesives,

inflammable materials,
O tools,

ceramic materials,
dye% and

O developers.

CONTENT. RESOURCES



Demonstrate the proper and skillful use of tools and equipment
such as

abrasives,
brayers,
brushes,

cameras,
carving chisels,
draWing boards,
files,
hammers,
lino cutting tools,'

_paper cutte
pencils,

8- pens,

e pliers,
presses,
rivet punches,
saws,

scissors,
sewing machines,
silk screens,
soldering irons,
squeegees,

'staple guns,
tile cutters,
tin shears, and
X-Acto knives.

ate-

Demonstrate the- proper disposal of substances such as
acids,

plaster, and
solvents.

Demonstrate the proper
equipment such as

brushes,
fastening- tools,

Art Foundations .4 _



looms, and
pens.

Demonstrate the use of approPria e safety measures or equipment
such as

cutting implements,
enlargers,
hot-plates,
kilns,
looms and spinners,
presses,

-pug-mills,- and
wax heaters.

Demonstrate appropriate safety-precautions concerning,

--breathing
clothing

eyes, and
hands.

Become familidr with emergency

,

-The. Use -of- Processes

procedures.

Demonstrate: the relation betivgen processes and procedur in
planning, considering aspects such as

image search and collection,
image development,
image material selection,
wage constraints, problems, fulfilments
intuition, and
analysis and assessment of problem.

strengths,'

Demonstrate the relation between processes
prep9ration, considering aspects such as

setting up the work area,
organizing personal supplies, and

preparing materials.

and procedures in

50. CONTENT RESOURCES'



De onstrat% the, r 1,-7 between processes and procedures in-
develoatiient, co.ris.idering aspects such as

vist.,,,,zation,
cheeking plans,
reference to plans,

references to Problems and instructions,
reference to research, and
reassessing.

:Demonstrate the relation between processes and procedures in eon-
eluding,. considering aspects such as'-:.

deciding-when to stop,
underworkinginverWorking

4.41`

Demonstrate the relation between processes and procedures
clean-up, care, and storage,-considering aspects such as

drying and
storing and hanging.

Demonstrate the relation between processes and procedures
presentation,- considering aspects such as

mounting, stretch matting, framing labelling, signing, and
displaying

Demonstrate the relation between processes and procedures in
evaluation, considering aspects such as

relating works to tradition,
suggesting improvements,
discussing the relative merit of prbducts and
talking about one's own work, and
a-lking about the work of others.

Demonstrate familiarity with specific- processes and
they relate to drawing:

crosshatching,
contour, cross- contour e,

continuous line,
gestural line' and tone,
geometric form,

procedures as

4 6 Art, Foundations



weighted line,
* implied line

principles of perspective, and
tone.

Demonstrate familiarity with specific processes and procedures as
they relate to painting.

Establish a palette
Mix primary colorg to obtain secondary coloYs.
Make tertiary colors.
Ad white to produce tints.

0-Add black to proddee shades,
Add cbmillementaries io change value
Demonstrate the use of a variety of paint densities giving opacity
or transparency.
Underpaint or overpaint.
Use specific harmonies. .

se masking. .

ion 1 anaiagetti

Demonstrate familiarity:with specific processes and procedure's. as
they relate to textiles.-.
o Construct fibres.
Construct fabrid.

Embellish fabric.
Mount-fabric.-

Demonstrate familiarity with specific processes and procedures as
they relate to ceramics.

Select and mix clay body.
Prepare the clay.
Select a clay body.

a-Use forming techniques.

Demonstrate familiarity with specific processes and procedures as
they relate to graphics:

layout,

52. CONTENT RESOURCES
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monoprinting,
relief printing,
photography and filmmaking,
stencil printin&
intaglio printing,
lithograrihic prip ing, and
line art.

Demonstrate familiarity with specific processes and procedures as
They relate to sculpture:

manipulative .proCesses

subtractive processes,
additive processes, and
substitution processes.

Art FoUpda



A student-should demonstrate $nowledge of and the:ability to use
vocabulary..FIT'e are some possibilities..-

abstraction
acrylics
amorphous
analagous
anatomy
angular
animation
architecture
assemblage
asymmetry

cross'. contour
crosshatching

decorative
design
diagonal
discords
distortion
doodles
drybrush

-balance
.bitque
bleach
blurred
brainstorming
brayer
built_ environment

calligraphy
calligraphic ling
caricature
cartoon
cartridge
ceramic
charcoal
cityscape
collage
collograph
color association
communication
complementary

- composition,.
continuous line _
contorted
contour line
contrast

,
cool color

easel
edge
egg tempera
elaboration .

elongated
ellipse
embellishment
emphasis=

_ encaustic
environment
exaggeration
expression

antasy
ure/ground

xative
focal point, plane
foreshortening
fortry
fresco

geometric
geometry.
gesso

gesture
glazing
gouache

4
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gouges
graphic
grid
grog
ground

high key
highlight
hologram
horizontal/horizon
hue

illustration
illusion
image
imagery.

imagination
a- implied line

impasto-
incised line
inspiration
intaglio
intensity.
intuition

loom
lost and found..edges
low liey

Magnification
manipulate
mass
media
medium
memory

0- metamorphosis
metaphor
mirror image
mixed media
mobile
modelling
modular
modulated line
moulding
monochrome
monoprint
montage
mood
mosaic
movement
mural

jagged
juxtaposition
jewellery

nature . print.
__ negative

kinetic sculpture
kiln

O kneading

observation
oil painting
opaque
op art

landscape organic
line outline

0- linear overlapping
lino cut 0 overpainting
lithograph overworking
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painterly
0. palette

papier mgche'
pattern
perforated

_ perspective
photography
picture plene
pigment
planagraphic
plastic
plasticene
poihtillisrn
pop art
portrait
positive
poster
posterization
preliminary, sketch-
press
primary
primer
print
proportion

hade
shape
simplification
simulation
skeletal structure

-* sketch
smudged

O space
spiral._
square
squeegee.
stabile

O stain
stencil
still life
stitchery
straight/curved
style
subject
sub_ stitution

superimposed
superrealisrrf
surface
surface decoration
surface interruptio
surrealsim
symbolism
symmetrical balance)

-symmetry

radial (balance)
realism
relief
repetition
representation
reproduction
resist
rhythm
rubbings

-

tertiary
texture

seascape theme

screenprint three dimensions
sculpture thumbnail
secondary ie-dye

selection tonal

technical
technique
'tempera

Art.foundations . 57.
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At the centre of my life is the sun. Source of all energy; it brings
warmth to my,body and light to my Ods. Symbol of fire, it's the first
of the four. physical elements fire, earth, water, air a that
together make up-my world, and combine to give meth_ e clay I use
to mpke my pots and my- ceramic sculptures:

As the.warmth of the sun moves air into wind and water into rain, so
wind and rain together erode rock into clay over eons, f geolOgical

..time And scr to the elements of fire, earth, water, and air, I now add. ,
die elemenof time I shapethe play; I release its Potential,

demi-kit-into farms and meanings beyond those found in fire, rock,
water, and time.

The hand brings, its.--own special contribution to the clay: it brings
the human brain, and with the brain the element of creativity. Now
creativity moves the hand as thaughlhelingers were thinking ex-

,tensions of the mind itself, forming thoughts into images.

Now when I as a potter or a sculptor hold an inert lump of clay in
my hand, I stand at the very-beginnings of geological-time In the
clay itself I hold the elements of fire, earth, water,air, ancrtime,
which before me formed the earth on which I stand:--In my-mind I
hold tbe_relatecl-elemenf-thowht7whicri has the power,to use fire,
earth/water, air, and time to reshape the earth into 'images that I '-
choose to make.

Moreover, becabse of who I am and what I am, I join my thoughts,-
with the structural potential of clay in .an act -of creative-,self-
expression. In thig-way I am able to show on the outside what I am
like on the_iniide, as though the clay reflected my thoughts and
feelings. This-is the_ way in which I place myself intheworld -of 6b-_
jects where I see both myself and others.

Last of all, so that my.work might escaPe forever the erodidg forces
of water, air, and time I apply fire to the clay and drive out the
water still trapped within its chemical formula. In this way, under
fire burning in air, the clay changes and is reborn into quite a new
material Called ceramic which, unlike the clay from which it dame,

.

impervious to water, and so very resistant to the aging process.

Timeless and unchanging, ceramic is destined to last forever, from
the moment of its making, off into the upseeable future: It is?an en-
during monument to the life and times of the mind that formed it
through the hands of the potter, the scul9tor, the brickmaker,-or the
glassblower. In one brief moment, fire, ,earth, water, air, time, ana
thought were brought together_ in an act of creativity all part of
the living prticeis at whose - centre __I stand, thinker, designer,
builder, imagemaker, artist.



-A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
imagery in ceratnics. Here are some possibilities.

Basic

RevieW and select image: deVelopmen egies found in the Art
Foundation section appropriate for u in ceramics (e.g,- sim-
plification, juxtaposition, distortion, and magnification). Some
possibilities are

the simplificatibn of images, in the creation of .thrown- shapes,
the elaboration in development of= images for bas-relief tiles, and
the distottion of imagery for under-glaze decoration.

Select- and/or
_

create for simple ceramics
-images such as

letters-and numbers,
the human figure,
musical instruments,
masks,
environmental. forms,

a -containers,
tood,

projects appropriate

vehicles, and
a .animals.

Compare and cont
form/function,
symbolism,
expression,
simplicity/comple

a draftsmanship.

ast ceramic imagery using criteria such as

ity, and

Advanced:-

bemonstrate selfdirection in bevelopiing images suitable for use in
a Major project in ceramics.

Base a sculptural series on the human form.
Develop a totemic image from _interlocking cylinders
make decorative tile- using images based on a. theme



Record and adapt imagery for use in a major, ceramic project .using

images derived from memory,
images transformed from two dimensions to three dimensions,
images transformed from three.diMensions to two dimensions,
images that are pictorial and decorative,

Jimages that are decorative and functional,
6 imager -that are abstracted from reality, and

images derived from costume:

Consider decorative imagery and the decorated form to discover
functional relationships,
sculptural relationship% and
decorative relationships.

-Explore images'in which cerami artists have achieved a personal.
style.

Become fluent in comparing and contrasting images using a wide
variety of criteria.



Implementin g Learning Outhomes = in Ceramics

A sfbdent should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
e lements and principles of design in ceramics. Here are some
possibilities.

Basic

Identify and emphasiie line as
Incise linear designs on tiles..
Manipulate coils to create ,line.
Trail slip to create linear decoration.
Examine the use of calligraphic line in glaze decoration.

n element of design. =

Identify and emphasize texture as a

Press found objects into clay
spools, burlap, leaves).
Apply grated, -rolled, or col lay to a surface to create texture.-
DesCribe textural qualities of glaies (matt gloss, satin).
Describe textural qualities of clays (eathenware, grogged, dry,

element of design.

create texture (pine cones,-

wet, plasticene, stoneware, non- plastic):
O Make plaster relief panels from various clay surfaces.

-Emphasize surface texture by filling indentations (slip, oxides,
glaze),

Identify: and emphasize color as an element of design.

Compare colors of clay (fired to various temperatures, different
bodies).
Add oxides tq wet or dry clays to create color change.
Apply oxide_ solutions as underglaze decoration to create color
changes.

a Vary amounts of oxides in glaze samples to see the effects on
color.
DisctiSs color limitations observed in glazes. =

Identify and emphasize shape d form as elements of design.
Develop varieties of geometric shapes for use in -slab con-
structions.

a Develop ceramic forms based on natural objects.

Identify and emphasize balance as
design

.
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Design a ceramic wall plaque based on a radial form.
Construct a mobile-or stabile to demonstrate physical balance

Identify and emphasize unity as a prideiple of design.
Construct geometric forms, having unity in size arid shape.
Construct forms that have surface unity texture color, shape).
Construct a variety of forms :shewing unity of function (vessels,
weed pots, bps, ,whistles, boxes).

Identify and emphasize contrast as a principle of design.
Contrast open and closed forms in a ceramic sculpture,
.Use glazes-to create contrasts in surface design.
Make textural contrasts on.a ceramic form:

Identify and emphasize pattern as a principle of cidsign.
Create ceramic stamps to be used for making impressed patterns
on clay surfaces.
Use found objects as stamps to impress a repeat pattern on a

_sculptUral f6rm.
a-Scratch and incise repeat motifs on a clay surface.

Identify aria-emphasiie emphasis as a principle of design.
Create emphasis by applying a three dimensional image to
surfacg of a pot (face, figure, natural form, landscape)-
Decorate a withpot wit calligraphic' marks to create areas
phasic:'

Identify -and emphasize movement and
design. ,

Develop a rhythmic movement in a ceramic fo
of coils.
Use uninterrupted surfaces to create
movement in a-terra 'Cotta sculpture
Apply rhythmic images to thrown forms.

principle

m through the use

feeting.-of

Use the elements and principles cif design as a frame o
all stages-of -simple ceramics projects to establish

0- unity/yarie-ty,
bAance,
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complexity/simplicity,
symMetry/asymmetry,
mood,
Shape/proportion, and
symbolism_

Describe and :discuss the elements and principles o
.,served in

design as ob-

one's own work in ceramics,
the works of one's peers in ceramic% and _

the ceramic work of artists or craftsmen of stature,
. rft

Advil feel

Demonstrate self-direction in applying the elements and principles
of design to major projects

-
Examine lines in natural forms and apply them to a series
ceramic pieces
Create a series of clay panels where the texture has been derived
from natural surfaces
Explore 'form by cutting or piercing clay surfaces.-
Create texture by using wide variety of tools on different clay
surfaces (wet or dry)..
Examine color by additions of colored oxides to clay hods for
specific-purposes- (mosaic, mood, function).
Examine the color possibilities in specific clay bodies such as
Egyptian paste:
Produce and testa colored slips and englobes,
Explore color throt;gh the use of various processes (oxidation,
reduction, staining, slipping, glating, underglazing, temperature
modulation) and various materials- (okides, slips, englobes, frits,
lustres, cinnapaintt, crayons).
Create related but varied shapes in a series` of ce
(tiles, sculpture% moulded forins).
Confider restrictions imposed upon form by various ceramic
proctsses.

Orchestrate the elements acrd 'principles o
stages of a major project:

planning,
selecting,'

Visual Expression in Ceramics 6 .





OutOomesja

A student should demonstrate knOwledge of, and the ability to use,
historical and contemporary developments in ceramics. Here are
some. possibilities;

Basic

Demonstrate an awareness of ceramics as part of the heritage of art
by making forms that ernphasize-

human need,
form/function/image,
choice of materials,
modes of manufacture,
modes of decoration,
modes of firing,
style,
cultural characteristics, and
origins of materials.

Examine ceramic forms

local developments,
artists of stature,
exhibitions,
national trends,
publications,
critical acclaim,
functional ware,
art forms,.
sculpture,
cultural influences,
thematic similarity/diversity,
industrial uses (cosmetics, dental work, plumbing), and
architectural uses.

Integrate knowledge gained frcm art histofy into one's own work in
the areas -of

style,
imagery choice,
technique,
tradition,
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Evaluate the role of historical and contemporary deveropmen s in
influencing ceramic forms.

Advanced:

Show self-direction in studying art history in the areas of
handling of media,

a styles,
imagery,
historical precedents,
emotional response,
themes,
function, and
cultural characteristics.

Compare and contrast ceramic works in order to identify historical.
precedents such as
a schools,

genres,

a traditions,
a individuals, and.

themes.

Integrate historical precedents into one's own work.

Examine and evaluate historical and contemporary developments in
ceramics with confidence and self-initiative

In relation to career opportunities in the ceramics
one's person skills and interests in

studio artistry,
.teaching,
the retail of ceramic materials,
kiln manufacture, and

a industrial designing.

ield consider
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Intillernenting- Learning ..putdornesiti Ceram!.
-

A-student hould demonstrate an awareness_ of, ability to use, and
consideration for reasoned criticism in ceramicS. Here-are some
possibilities

e the reasoned criticism in the Art Foundations section of
guide to review strategies-for evaluating works of art. Demons
the ability to

identify,
describe,
speculate,

t evaluate,
compare, and
contrast.

this
rate

Apply critical strategies to specific ceramic works, showing an
awareness of

artistsfcrafts
schools,
styles;
cultures,
traditions,
innovations,
form and function,
technical competence, craftsmanship, and
processes.

Use critical strategies in regard to one's Own work in the areas of

expressive intent (mood, emotion),
selection of image,
composition,
completion,
materials. used,
tools and equipment used,`
sequence of processes,.
innovation,
technical competence, and
individUality.

Visual aprission in Ceramics



Arrive at personal preferences regarding
artists,
s les, -

media,
presentation,
irnagery, and

"concepts.

Evaluate and appreciate critical comments made.relative to various
aspects of ceramics. -,

Show self-direction in the use of critical Strategies.
444

Demonstrate increased fluency
regarding

description,
symbolism
historical precedent, and
judgment.

Develop personal preferences a ong artists or. schools, using_ the
critical tools of

selection,
research, and
supporting g arguments.

Evaluate, appreciate, and respond to critical.comments through
discOssion and application.
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Implementing Learning Outcomes in Ceramics

A student should demonstrate knoWledge of, and the ability, to use,
the applications of materials, teols and_equipment, and processes
of art in ceramics. Here are some possibilities.

The Use of Materials

Become familiar' with selectedtypes of clay (ball' clay, fire -clay,
kaolin stoneware clay, eartheniare clay, slip clay, and bentonite).

Develop a series of simple leramic forms from various clays-
while observing their qualitieS (purity, plasticity, shrinkage, firing
characteristics, :color, glazing properties). .

Charige the nature of a clay body by the addition of various
'materials (grcetexture, bentonite-plasticity, -feldspar-flux, silica
sand porosity).

Become familiar with materials for decoration (oxides, slips, glazes,
carbonates).

Vary proportions of metal oxides applied to a series of test tiles.
Apply slips in different ways (brushing, dipping, trailing).
Experiment with,resist process (wax, litho crayon).
Demonstrate knowledge of glaze chemicals (silica, flux, alumina,
colorants). .

Become familiar with mould-making materials (plaster, reba sand,
Styrofoam)._

Recognize common ceramic. materials used. by other artists and
Consider :various-artists' selection of _ceramic media to arrive at con =-

clusions regarding

emotional intent;
symbolic intent,
appropriateness to image,
.excessive- potential,
descriptive potential,
philosophy,
methods -of . working. and
inventiveness.

Recognize the similarities and differences in the influence of selec-
ted media on ceramic imagery.
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Select an use one ceramic medium in a variety of ways in order to,
become luent_lrilits_use_ _

Use stoneware clay-rfor rown forms, handbuilding, or-as slip.
Use one glaze colorant as an underglaze, clay additive; or glaze
colorant
Use Egyptian paste for jewelry.
Use a found clay body.

Demonstrate growth in the usef ceramic materials through the-
demonstration_of self-direction in

design,
imagery,
expressive intent, and
decoration. _

Demonstrate growth in the use of ceramic materials by showing in-
creased control and 'confidence when

using complex forms,
using various glazes (low fire, high fire, ash, frit, and raku glazes),
and-
correcting glaze faults (crazing, crawling, pitting, pin holing;
blistering.)

Demonstrate growth _in the use of ceramic materials by showing
flexibility and inventiveness in their use

The Use of Tools'and Equip lent

Learn in relation to the creation of clay bodies and ceramic forms _
the proper and skillful use of selected eqUipment such as

pugmills,
dough mixers,
wheels (kick, power

(-
ball mills,
extruders, and _-
traditional and experimehtal
throwing sculpting, and cuttin

Learn the proper and skillful use of equipment designed foCceramic
decoration, such as

sieves,
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bancling-,wheels,_

spray guns-,-
brushes,
air' brushes,
wax pots,
measuring scales, and

learn the proper and skillful use of equipment used in firing, such
as

*-primitive kilns,
electric and gas_ kilns,
kiln furniture, _
kiln sitters and pyrometers, and
cones.

Demonstrate the safe use of ceramjc-equipment in terms of
the ventilatitkn 'of toxic materials,
ale fire hazards, And
the use of face masks.

The Use of Formal Processes-

Use stages in the planning
*osketoh,

phlotogra ph,

a collect,
list,
discuss,
draft, and
model.

process to

Use'formal proces
such as

measuring,
mixing,
wedging,
pugging

es in the selection and preparation of clay body

'-Visual Expression



aging and -storing,.
recycling, and
preparing local clays..

Se lett and emphasize construction processes
building process.

Produce a group of individually decorated pinch pots.
Produce a series of coiled pots batecion a geometric or organic._
shape
Make several decorated tiles from rolled slabs,
Make a.draped clay sculpture from a thrown .slab.
Join slab and coiled forms- by scoring and applying slip..
Create a number of dishes by draping clay over a mould

-,.(newspaper,--clay, a -stone).

Select and emphasize construction
process.

Centre-the clay,
rair'61512.4up the fa in:

Close, a fcirm.
Raise a-wall.
Shape -a farm.
Cut and lift the form.

-* Turn the bottom.
Apply handles and fi

ocesses-such as

Select and emphasize cons
modelling process.

Use additive processes to create free - standing sculptures (fan-
tasy figures, architectural forms).
Build an armature as a sUpport for a ceramic self-portrait
Use subtractive processes to create a.sculpture (seaforms, bird6).

ruction ' processes such

Select and emphasize `construction processes such as the casting
process.

Create multiples by slip casting (portrait heads, kneeling figures).

Use the decorative process to
incise
carve,
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LI ATION5

excise,_

emboss,-

burnish,
scraffito,
stamp,
brush,
dip,
pour,,
trail,
spray,
wipe, _

resist, and
grate.

Be familiar with glaze making processes such as
using a mask,
selecting a recipe,
measuring ingredients,
mixing ingredients

aining,
storing, and
making slip.

Know firing process involving
drying, ware,
kiln Loading,
Iring/cooling,
In maintenance,
n safety,

nloading,
using timers /cutoff switches,
using primitive firing processes, and
using gas or electric.kilns.

Demonstrate an understanding, of the relation between processed.
Use compatible materials considering form, function, and image.
Use sequential steps.
Combine two or more ceramic processes in one project
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APPLICATIONS

Relate:ceramic processes to -procetSes in othervisual expression
areas. For example, use silkscreen with-slip-to-decorate tiles,,_
create 'and apply,:ttecala to a -clay-surface.
Relate ceramic processes at hand tothose used in industry

Show flexibility in substituting and arranging process in sequence
in order to

use materials inventively,
alter imagery,
manipulate elements and principles of design and
:follow:an historical -precedent.-

Demonstrate formal and informal evaluative_strategies..

in composing,
while erecting
before -decorating,
on completion, and
in displaying.

Use cleanup and storage techniques eppropria e to
clay,
wrapping projects in progress),
drying,
recycling clay,
ventilation, and
glazes and glaze ingredients.
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A student should demonstrate knowledge of,,and the at lity to use
vocabulary relating to ceramics. Here are some possibilities.

Review relevant vo0bufary from the Art Foundations section.

Beciime familiar with terms related to ceramic materials
characteristics, such as

absorbency,
ball clay,
earthenware clay,
grog
kaolin,
porcelain
sedimentary clay,
stoneWare- clay, :-
sculpture clay,
plasticene,

tit

kiln wash:
fluxing materials,
raku clay,
sli'p slurry,,
recycled clay,
res idual clay,
Plasticity and
clay' body,
ShorthaSs, and
shrinka e.

and :thei

Become familiar
such as

pinch,
coil, and
slab..

Bedome familiar
wedge,

centre,
open,
lift,
shape,

(elated to throwing - -such

turn,
remove,
foot,
trim, and
collar.

as

Become familiar with terms related to casting, such as
positive" and negative moulds, and
slip casting.

Become familiar with terms
a band,

burnish,

related to decorating, such as
emboss;
feather,
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impress,
indise;

0' stain,
stamp,
scraffito,

glaze,

slip,
.smoke, and
resist.

Become familiar s related to firing
greenware,--, pinhole,
biscuit or bisque; pit,-`

blister, terra cotta,_
crawl, vitrification,
craze, a maturation,
glaze or glost, t matt,

-oxiclaton, . lustre; and
reduction, refractory

Become familiar with terms relating to -raw -materials,
-alumina, epsom salt
el- antimony o, feldspar barium,

barium carbonate, feldspar lime,
bentonite, feldspar potash,
bone ash, feldspar soda,

. -borax ferric oxide,
-baiic aCid,
boric afide,
calcia,
calcite,
calcium carbonate,
China clayi
chromium 'oxid
cbbalt carbonate,
cobalt oxide;
colemanite,
copper carbonate,
cupric oxide,
copper oxide red,
cristobalite:-
cryolite,
dolomite,

ferrous carbonate,
=1

flint -
haematite,
iron carbonate,
iron oxide black,
iron oxide red,
kaolinite,

a. lepidonite,
lead,
limestone,
littinum carbonate,
magnesium carbonate,
manganese carbooate,
manganese -dioxide,
mullite,
nepheline,
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A[3ULARY

nepheline syenite,
orthoclase (potash
peta lite,
phosphor e,
plaster of Paris,
ootash,
potassium carbonate,
potassium. dichronate,

sodium carbonate,-
eldspar), sodium artovide,

sodium silicate,
spodumene,
stannic oxide (tin oxide)
stannous oxide;
strontianite,
talc,

potassium permanganate, tin (stannic oxide),
pyrite, titanite, _,

. titanite,..._

quartz, vanadium oxide, _

red oxide, washing soda,
ruti le,

s iderite,
silica,
silcon carbide,
si I I i manite,

soda,
sodalite,

whiting,
willenite,
wollastonite,
yellow oxide,
zinc oxide, and
zirconium -silicate.

Terms Used inCeramics

Become familiar

wheel,
sponge,
cutting tools,.

. ribs,
calipess,
needle tool,
bats,

extruder,
pug mill,
clay- dough mixer,
banding wheel, and
sieves.

ith terms related to tools and equipment, such as





-Image rind. Mrii
DraWipg .411(1-7-,Pmtriting-

People have always drawn and always will, him-- drawing is a gift of in-
finite mreative possibilities, an inheritande fr---orn thousands-of years
of aott-vity invOlving everything from burnt =A7wigs to gold needles.

For eh- tdren, drawing is a natural activity: they will use anything
that n-2akes'a mark on anything that take a mark. For artists,
howevr, drawing is an important langliaxige, a communicative
mediuv-ri aiding in the observation, recordlreg, translation, and ex-

-pressit=m of- diverse images. Drawing is indi pensable- to almost all
other wvork in art for it helps artists develo images by recording
ideas, solving problems, planning for work i other media, and for
sheer -_hjciyrnent. And it may also 'represent --the final product of an
artist' endeavor.

There x s no. clear division between drawing and painting. One _can
paint i rito a drawing or draw into a paintirlg Each art medium has
its ovwon character and limitations; each artist has highly in-
dividu lized ways of working With wide varities of pigment, color,
tools, traditions, and .technictues, artists c -ornmand an extensive
range ezJf expression.

Action painters, naive painters, muralists, ralists, and surrealists
have a great deal in common. Each expresseu- something of personal
sigriitiance. What the viewer senses in the ba-est-work is a confident
staterr ent of personal discovery, a powerity 1, evocative means of
cornrni_s nicating. And artist, in their best_ works, demonstrate
eloclua ntly the intimacy that can, exist betvv-en image and medium.
This r lationship has existed throughout nisory. Prehistoric artists
used or aubs of clay, charcoal, and grease to - draw and paint images
meant to summon forces of good luck. They f -elt a powerful_ intimacy
with innagery. Michelangelo became consoiot_is of a similar relation-
ship bttween image and material when he -sa w colors absorbed into
the vvt plaster surfaces of his frescoes. -

Some artists have altered traditional relatE onships of image and
their a rt- medium. Some have explored the i 'fusion of space, some
the erz_pressive dimensions of color- as mood, and symbol.

'Others. have manipulated texture and surfa Through. continued
expiOrtiOn of the relationship between inla ery and the materials
of drawing and painting, the limits of per axpression'have ex-
pa nde=1 and will continue to grow.

Althou gh personal explorations in drawing a nd painting may be in-
numerble and in some cases, magnify= cent, -there are new
techniques to be discovered and mastered, i-ilages to be attempted.
Studets should be encouraged, to- capitplie upon their own fun-
damerttal skills and be given opportunitE es to make personal
staterra tints through drawing and painting



Draw one's self in an imaginative situation (in the past, in the
future, in costume).

a Draw important events (first memories childhood first day at
school, first job).

a. Transpose an historical drawing or painting into another
(past, present future) keeping the same composition.

Find, produce, select, and apply imagery to projects a
Refer to a .sketch book or image bank.-
Collect cutouts on a theme in preparation
Keep an idea book or resource file.
Collect objects that appeal to you (historical, textural, humorous).

a Develop a series of images for use in a project
Arrange a still life in which the objects take on symbolic meaning.

-Compare and _contrast images referring

elements and principles of design,
historical context,
content,
technique,

a mood,
impact,
symbolist*

e-style, and
magery.

Where apgropriate, integrate imagery developed in other visual ex-
pression areas into drawing and painting.

Advanced

Create images that reflect personal thoughts, feelings, maginings,
and/or cultural heritage.
aCt=eate a- mural that reflects cultural heritage.

Illustrate a complex thought, idea, or, philosophy.
Integrate poetry, music, or writing in imagery..

Explore imakes directed to personal style.
a Extend a single image through explorations in several media.
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oplern e fi Ong Learning putcomeS ire. Drawing-- and Painting

A student Olou lt1 demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
irfolen in draolfiang and -joainting. Here are some -possibilities.

eview the use con=3f specific strategies and-approaches given in the
Art Foundation 71'r'tion such as simplification, juxtaposition,
elaboration , distortion, viewpoint, magnification,
animation and arming.

Demonstrate ability- to, select and compose positive and -
negative Space in a drawing.

% Distort an irria *ge in order to prepare it for "a painting.
Develop and a xtend an image, focusing on several views and
using severari approaches.

% Manipulate clay or plasticene forms and draw from them to create
an animated sis,equence.

create images Of a more complex personal nature.

Paint, translat =ing perceptions into visual statements (touch,
smell, sound, =aste, and emotion).
Draw a series of images that reflect personal thoughts and in
tefests.

% Draw to solve a problem or illustrate a telationship Jinventions,
flow charts, et_ zaps).
Draw a Self-Pcroortrait with or without using photographs or a
mirror.

Draw to extenc=i personal writings, and write to extend personal
drawings=

Develop and dis ztinguish between represen ational and symbolic
iferages.

Develop per5o cinal symbols (monogram, cartouche, logo, seal;
stamp, characer).
&ate pairs-Of drawings that show representational and symbolic
aspects of or1 image.
Recognize, 607. IleCt, and record symbols in an environment
(television, sigc ns, advertising, religious symbols, athletic crests,
heraldry)-

kevIew and devel =op imagery based on observation, imagination, and
Memory.

Sketch faces and figures observed in public places (bus depot,
park, beaches, ,televisibn, movies, restaurants).

7



Selept, extend, and repeat-characteristics of one's own drawings
or paintings that are perceived as personal.
Relate personal imagery to historical precedents (by drawing from
other artists' work or collecting reproductions).
Supplement knowledge of a chosen image with information from
a variety of sources (science, opotography, literature,
superstition, music; and folklore).

Select and develop an image for use in as major project.
Selecting and composing elements for use in a major -painting,
make a series of drawings from a posed model.
Use photocopies in a variety of ways (mount as repeats,-distort,
fragment overpaint, collage).
Use work done in other visual expression areas as a source of in-
spiration for a painting.

Synthesize and combine images.

Create visual. metaphors by combining unrelated images into one
statement

* .Develop an image that communicates universal concepts
(religion, human nature, a social system).
Produce a painting on a theme including images derived frorri
variety of researched sources.

Demonstrate self - direction, in- explo. _

Recogniie personal preferences in imagery.
Observe, imagine, record, and integrate a wide variety o
images in one's own work

visual



I mpletnentirit- Le:arriiOft-QuIcomes rn .Drawi=ng and -P-aillOng-

A student should demonstrate knowledge of; and the ability-to use,
the elements and principles of design in drawing and painting Here
are some possibilities.

Baiic

Identify and differentiate between the elements and principles of
design as °they apply to!drawing and painting
a Consider the influence of drawing and painting techniques and/or

media on the-elements- and principles_of- design=
O Observe the selective use of the elements and principles of

design in drawings and paintings (of self, peers, and artists of
stature).
Make selective and flexible use-of the elements and principles o
desigh :in order to intensify personal expression,

...Select end/or combine specific elementsendprinCiples of design
for drawings and paintings.-
a Use color and shape., in order to create an emotional impactor

mood,
Create visual contrast by use of texture and tone.

_Changing emphasis-by manipulating the elements and principles'
of design, draw a selected' image.

0_ create emphasis by en hancing the surface of a paintingwitlitex-'
ture., .

Draw from a model, composing a ,'page to allow for sequential
poses (repetition and -,variation).
Demonstrate knowledge of thp elements and principleSof.design

-using a single medium in a variety. of ways (pencil line, tone, con-
trast, and texture).
Demonstrate. knowledge of-color names as they relate to specific
kinds of paints.

Use the elements and principles of design to enhance corn=
positional relationships in all stages of drawing and pairttingl
projects. Discuss, perhaps, compositional opposites such as

O unity. fragmentation,
e simplicity intricacy,

understatement exaggeration,
focal point -, randomness,
subtlety" boldness,
latness depth,



tension rest,

SeqUentialitY 4 rOrtrAdomriess,
sharpness- diffLIS
positive negativ,
order -- disorder,

alanc instabili- ,:

ability movernnt, and-
armony discorci

_

Identify and consider he elements:and principles of design used in
class work during proressive stages of a- drawing or painting such

7, as

during planning. (tHhumbnail sketches doodles,
collecting imager)/ i=nn al iheme),
while composing th e image on the pip
on completion,

while selecting wort4 k for display,
while working in gre..=oups to select and arrange subject matter for
drawing and paintini4g projects (still life, figures) to achieve har-
mony,:contrast, or ialance

, when studying the' - work of _artists of stature by playing corn-
position games usiniag magazine reproductions and postcards; by
studying tradition4I compositional devices (golden .mean,
triangular compositilion, -symmetry, .asymmetry, spiral) by iden-
tifying perspective devices through Lise of overlays; by
recognizing art-list's work by his typical selection and
manipulation of the elements and principles of design; and by
searching for evid ence of sequential manipulation of the
elements and princi Yples of design.

Consider the influenc of the elemehts and principles. o
on mood,

0, on message, 'and

on the viewer.

Advance'd

Demonstrate self-direclion in applying the elementsand principles
of design,

Experiment with desigz=n problems on a regular. basis in a sketch-
book.



Employ elernentsand pwrinciples during plann
and painting (Acts.
O Select specific elenents and principles

special effects Iva liven 'project.
Select elements and principles' of design
chosen imagery.

0. Check scaled-up plait s,of projects for errors and discrepancies in
the use of elements and principles of design.

tages of dra

Refer to the Art. Found Lions and basic level of elements and prirf-.
ciples of design and se a wide range of compositional devices
whip creating major perojects in drawing and painting.

Describe and discuss he elements and prindiples' of= design in a
manner commensurate with one's maturity and drawing and in
pa i rating accernplishrrints

critical skill
image -developmen
heritage and taltura 2 background,
experience,
Conceptual ability, a and
media use and



Implementing Learning Outcomes in Dr win ,and Painting
A student_should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to, use,
historical and coniemporary developMents in drawing and painting.
Here are some possibilities.

Basic

Demonstrate an awareness of drawing and'painting as part of the
heritage of art.
a Interview_ artists, and research literature concerning their

work.
Collect images from periodicals.
Interview an- art collector, museum curator,. or gallery owner.

a Recognize the interrelation between drawing and painting and
other disciplines (social studies, science, music, drama). ..

:.Where Applicable to selected projects, demonstrate an awareness of
major movements in drawing and painting such as

romanticism,
.classicism,
realism,
mpressionis

cubism,
_expressionism,

a naive art,
conceptual art,

a Fauvism,
futurism,
religious art
primitive art,
baroque art,
rococo art,

a- op

pop art,
is kinetics,

.viao,
Xernx, and
kitsch.

Integrate o one's n work knowledge. gained from art history t
.concerning



style,
imagery, choice;
technique,
tradition;~
international rend , and .

symbolism,

Be aware of -local developments concerning

artists of stature,
exhibitions,
pubtications;
ritical acclaim,

cultural influences, and
thematic similarity or -diversity.

Show self-direCtion in the study of a history as appropriate for a
specific_ Major Project -relating to

the handling of media,;
Styles, ,

approaches,
historical precedent 5;

therries,
symboliSen4

parallels through time and
metaphor.

Compire and contrast images observed in,dra ings and paintings in
order tO identify historical precedents in

schools,
genres,

traditions,'
individual corn Me
themes, 3-
p ular trends and fads,

Fcreative approaches, and
Sources-- of inspiration.
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Relate developments in. drawing and painting
historical phenomena such as

_ .

ilitar'y (war or exploration),
a social (feminism,'class.systems, fads),

intellectual (diaries, .letters, writing music,
a political (econorniCs, ideologies),
a scientific (inventiops, transportatiOn), and

celebratory- (holidays; rituals).

Integrate histo cal precedents into one's own work.

Consider personal skills and interests in
painting in occupations 'nvolving

interior design,
raming;

scenic artistry for. stagecraft,
illustration,
studio artistry,
poster design,
textile design,
cartoon drawing,
medical illustration,-
technical illustration, and

ing.

Visual :Expression in Drawing and P.affitin



Imple -me in Learning -Chltdotilet Otaiminit and =i i "tini

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,`-
reasoned critici*rn in drawing and painting. Here are some
possibilities.

Basic

Review strategies for criticising wo ks of 'art such as
identifying,.
describing,

-0 speculating, arid
O evaluating,- assessing 'and

Apply to specific works app
a. artists,- -

schools,
styles,

O cultures,
innovations:
traditions,

O cliches,
* technical processes, and
a. popular taste.

priate critical strategies concerning

=

:Consider the growth..of one's .Own work and
by the use of critical _strategies-. involving

.

0 expressive intent SMood,..emotion),..
selection of !".image. (cliche's; Originality):
.composition,-

. development of image,,
completion,
the , use .:Of --Materials,

the use of- tools and equipment,
e"sequence. of processes,

technical corrioetencei and
experience,.

he ork one's peers

Arrive at -personal preferences regarding

artists,
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media,
styles,
presentation,
imagei-y,

concepts, and
philosophies.

Summarize critical concerns such as
recording,
reporting,
reviewing,

_soliciting,apinions (expert,- popular),
reading (journals reviews, criticism).

Advanced

If-direction in the. use of critical strategies.
Assess one's work in all stages of production.
Evaluate its final impact according to the original concept. _

Solicit opinions regarding the success of a piece of Work, and
comment accordingly.

Demonstrate increased fluency in the use of critical strategte
regarding

description,
symbolism,
hitorical _precedent,
ju Bement, and

eology.

Develop personal .preferences for anti t andtor schools through

O selection,
research, and

O supporting arguments.
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4110101110-Ming .e.arningOutcornes_ n i nd i r if

A student,should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
the applications.of materials, tools and_equipment, and processes
of art in drawing and panting. Here are some possibilities.

The 1 of Materials

Extend one's ability to use materials.
Use media not used previously.
Use common media in°innovative- ways.
Make media-frorn commonly found supplies
kitchen tools, and natural sources).

In order to discover and employ their inherent characteristics use a
wide range of materials such as

watercolors,
enamels,
synthetic media,
'oil paints,
graphite,
watercolor crayons,

e- watercolor pap
canvas,
mattbpard,
varnishes,
oils, -

encaustic,
blockouts,
-scraperboard,
fixative,
acrylic medium,
latex,

tissue,
bleach,
oil pastels,-
ferric,
found materials,
collage materials,
food coloring, .

pencil crayons, and
glue%

lion in Drawing and Painting 1O5
, -



TiON5

In order to . dicdver their rel
materials such as

-collages:
.wet/dryidamp combinations,
wax resists, and.
tempera resists.

_ A media combine.

Select and use one r ediu in a ,variety of ways in o der to become
fluent in its use

Apply ink as wash, line drybrush,or wet-on-wet.
Apply pencil to pape-r, canvasAbled board: as rubbed or erased
areas to achieve tone or line.
Apply paint ,as stain, wash or impasto on a flat or textured sur
face

Research various ma

sources,

erials to discover their

construction,
expressive range,
characteristics,
history,
association. with specific
chemical composition,
fecal -aVailability,
liquifiers,
scientific and co
commercial uses,
cost, and
specialized uses.

artists,

mon names,

Recognize and identify materia used by others in drawings and
-paintings according to the

availability, quality, and selection of materials throughout history,
innovative use of common materials,
criteria for selection, arid-
-visual characteristics.

Consider various artist's selection of media to arrive at conclusions
regarding their

emotional intent,
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A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
vocabulary drawing and painting. Here are some possibilities.

Review relevant vocabulary from the Art Foundations section.

Become familiar with terms related to drawing and painting
projects.

acrylic,
aerial perspective,
airbrush,'
alla prima,
aquarelle,
audio-Visu I

atmospheric perspective.

baroque,
Bauhaus,

- bistre,
blackout,
bristle brush.

Fauvism,
fixative,
focal point,
folio,
fragmentation,
frisket,
fugitive,
futurism.

hard edge,
high realism.

impresilonisen,,
incising..

cartouche,
casein,.
chamois,
chiaroscuro,
chisel-edge brush,
classical,
cliche: -.

-color names,
aonceptuat-a
critique,
cubism,
curator.

kitsch.

mall
matte, .-
montage,
museum.

non-objective;

encaustic,
enaPnel, 0 pallette knife,
environmental art, performance art,
exhibition, photo- montage,`

expressionism. polymer,

op art,
-overpainting,
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ocApvLARY

realism,
restoration,
'romanticism.

sable,

school,
scraffito,
scumble,
sepia,
sketchy

stencil,
stipple
style,
subtraction,
surrealism, s

spectrum.

tooth,
ransfer,
emplate,

trangpose,
threE-dirnensional,
two- dimensional

Xerox.
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AP LICATIO

symbolic intent,
appropriateness to image,
expressive potential,
descriptive potential,
philosophy,
methodsof working, and/
inventiveness.

Continue to compare and contrast, the influence of selected media
on a single image

of ones own,
of ones .peers, or
of 'artists of stature.

Demonstrate growth in the use of materials through
self - directed selection (involving experimentation in one'esketch--
book,. planning major projects, and use in major projects),
increased control and. Confidence involving the approach to un-
familiar- or familiar imagery, . the selection of media corn-
Mensurate-..with task at hand, 'and the use of familiar and un
familiar materials), and j
flexibility and inventiveness (involving the capitalization upon the
accidental, the use of unusual combinations of media, and the
changing of media during the process of creating a drawing or
painting).

The Use of Tools and Equipment

Learn the proper and skillful use of selected drawing materials and
equipment such as

pens,

pencils,
charcoal,
graphite,
drawing boards,

S. erasers,
paper cutters,
light tables,
inks, and
crayons.
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Learn the proper and
ment such as

palettes,
easels,

palette knives,
stretchers,

. canvas,
stapleguns,
miterboxes,
canvas pliers,

e saws,
nails and fasteners,
power tools,,
hammers,
clamps,-
rollers,
storage containers
pressurized spray paints,
airbruh.

skillful use

= Demonstrate

solvents,
+- -oily rags,

fixatives,
adhesives,
toxic -- materials,
lead in paints and
powdered materials,
inflammable materials,
cutting tools,
power tools, ?nd
fumes.

containers (tubes),

Make tools, -equipment, and ma
pens (quills, twigs),
brushes (animal, human hair
paper,

stretchers,
frames,
.display supports,
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The_Use.of Processes

Use planning processes to

develop and/or select possible
develop compositions, and
evaluate and select a composition.

image sources,

Select 'and. prepare -surfaces. by considering ..-

handmade and machMe made,
p erand board (weight, -tooth, .color density, qUality).
auxiliary supports (easels, drawing boacds),-

` canvas construction (fabrici stretchers, fasutanars),__
the suitability of wairsurfaces,for murals
types-of priming (gesso', casein,. latex),
Surface .texture.(impasto, collage),- and
ways of stretching canvas,and- paper.

Select and prepare materials
ap9Lopriate to imagery,
within specific limitations- (sie
in various combinations,
for various purposes (te ting
mixing pigments), and
from -raw materials.

[yen S,

Revie and expand up

rubbings,
line variation,
tonal variatiorr,
wet-on-wet,
wet-on-dry, dry-o n-wet,

n\ elec ed drawing processes such as

subtractive drawing (erasing, scraping,
mudging,

scraffito (incising, etching),
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collage, and
resists (mask% stencils, empl es).

Review and exp nd upon stlected painting processes such -as
aquarelle tfiat, graded washes, glazes, stains),

- texture (stippling, dabbing, sponging, dripping, scu bl ng,
drybrush, blotting, impasto),
resists (tempera, washout, masks, rubber 'cement, wax),
wet-in-wet (alla prima),
transparent/opaque,
light tti dark/dark to light,
toderpainting/overPainting,

encaustic, and
washout.

F -
Show flexibility. in substitu ing processes And arranging them in
sequence in 'order to

use materials inventively,
alter .iniagery,

- manipulate elements and prin6iples of design,
follow an historical precedent,

.economize, and
It relate them to processes and materials in other areas of visua ex-

pression.

=

Demonstrate formal and informal evaluative strategies at all s ages-
of developfrient of a drawing or painting.

Use proper lean-up and storage techniques for
tools and equipment,
art work, and
the work area.

Use appropriate presentation processes to
plan,

Batt,..

rame,
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® display,
* IabeL

organize p6rtfolios,
document through audio-visual.

<A advertise:
chniques, and
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Arstudent should demenstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
vocabulary. drawl a d painting. Here are some possibilities.

Review relevant vocabulary from the Art Foundations section.

Become familiar with terms' 'related drawing and painting
projects.

acrylic,
aerial perspective,.
airbrush,
alla prima,
aquarelle,
audio-visual, .

atmospheric perspective:-

Fauvisnx,
fixative,
focal point,
folio,

-41 fragmentation,
frisket,
fugitive,
futiirism.

baroque,
.Bauhaus,
bistre,

--blackoiit,
bristle brush.

carlouche
casein,
chamois,
chiaroscuro,
chisel-edge brus

' classical,
cliche;
color names,
gonceptual art,
critique,
cubiscri,
curator.

kitsch.'

Matt,.
matte, .

- montage;
a museum.

eNcaustic,
-* enamel,

.etivironmentai art,
exhibitidn,-.
expressignism.

pallette knife,
performance art,

:photo:Montage,
polymer,



' pop art,
portfolio.

realism,
restoration,
romanticism.

sable,

school,
scraffito,
scumble,
sepia,
sketch,
stencil,
stipple,
style,
subtraction,
surrealism,
spec m.

tooth,
transfer,
template,/
transpose,
-thre&climensional,
two-dimensional

vanishing point,
video.

Xerox
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Technologjcal petretopment
nd the Graphic Arts

To roll up sticky black ink on a calved woodblock and to pUll a proof
on-mulberry paper is to become part of a tradition said to have had
its beginnings in China in the ninth century A.D. -Some technical an-
tecedents for modern printing had begun even earlier with the in-
cised configurations on the walls of Paleolithic caves (engraving),
the pottery stamps of as later antiquity (blockprinting), and the
delicate stencils used for fabric decoration in the prient (screen-
printjng).

Technological developments in paper and print have run parallel,
acting as catalysts for each other. It is only in the last hundred and
fifty years that printing on paper has been augmented by the use of
film, and more recently, electronics. Other aspects of technology
have developed only because images in the form of drawings,
diagrams, and more lagerly, photographs have been reproduced
and disseminated. It is interesting to speculate on what the world
would be like had the technology of the multiple image never been
developed, for without print technology it seems unlikely that there
could have been an industrial or electronid-revolution. And What'
would this century be like if there were no magazines, films, or
television? The expanding print technology has had a direct in
fluence on both the individual and society through its ability to
disseminate ideas, perceptions, and feelings.

Printing technology has advanc'ed in response to ideologjcal and
commercial motives for spreading the word and picture.,Although
artists have from time to time contributed in some measure to
technological refinements, they have been, on the whole,' the
beneficiaries of all the techniques developed from the beginning.
The reason for this is that print techniques now obsolete in the
world of mass circulation 'are still the preferred Media/for many
creative artists. For example,,bhock printing as a means/Of creative.
expression is as justifiable today a-s it was in ninth century China,
but the practical applications of that medium in commercial and
ideological enterprise have almost completely disappeared. O
course, not all artists prefer to work with images, that are the
product of ancient technical developments. Many prefer creative ek-
pression through the media of recent advanceS such as video or
computers.

What has a41 this to do with art in the secondary schools? Part of the
answer is that all art can be seen in the context of cultural history,
and we know that the influence of print technology on the evolution
of our culture has been, and continues to -be,

The study pf the sublimities of a Rembrandt etching or the variety
of commercials on television, renders us a greater understanding of
human motivation and communication. By focussing on the content
of prints (that is on the ideas, perceptions,. and feelings.that have
been embodied in them through fornyand method), the young artist
should get a clearer sense of what can be expressed, through the
various print media. This focus can be redirected to the prints that
young artists make in secondary art classrooms.
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-Graphics" in the _twentieth century has acquired a very _road
meaning. A student involved in expressive printmaking gains a
microcosmic vision of the world of graphics. A fuller meaning of the
word demands an introduction to many more concepts and
operations. For example, photography is essentially a graphic art,
and though it may be a personally expressive medium, the ease
with which it simply documents, illustrates, or analyses does
demonstrate the _greater realm of graphic :s, too, can be part of
the student's experience. The graphic 31- who dpals with mass
media demonstrates the ultimate Mean. . the word. In the rapid
creation of multiple copies of visual images the _artist must un-
derstand the communicative and commercial nature of print and
must,know Vie precise requirements of ipecialized copiers, plate-
makers, printers, and binders.

It is important to realize that printmaking is simply another way to
make an image and that particular characteristics of printmaking
appeal to artiste of all ages. One thinks immediately of .the sen-
suousness of materials and techniques the rolling up of printer's
ink, the pleasures of carving wood with a sharp knifet,the grainy pull
of the limestone on a grease pencil. Also one thinks of the ex-
citement of building up_a image On plate, block, or stone, not-
knowing what tha image will really look likp until the first proof is
pulled. Finally, there is the fact that one can produce multiples,
making it possible to share the product of one's creativity and still
retain it for one's self.
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Imp le-mentir

A student should der _-
imagery in. graphics

Basic

Review and select
use in graphicl frori

Aani utcomes in Graphics
A, and the ability to use,

ssibilities.

ument- strategies appropriate for
n in the Art Foundations section.

Select and/or create images that utilize the unique characteristics
of graphics based upon

a theme (human figure, the moon, the sun, man-made forms, ar-
Chitecture, animals, still life),

observation (still life, natural dnd man -made forms),
the creative arts (poetry, literature, music, photography, film,
dance, television, other visual expression areas),
memory and experiences (recent, distant),
imagination and fantasy (the surreal, dreams, science fiction), and
events (reported in the popular Media: current and historical.

Capitalize upuil the iiiidgc aiiu the Gliarac-
teristics of a graphic procesS through

the use of massive shapes in developing an image in a collagraph,
consideration of the full tonal range available in producing an
image for a lithograph,
the use of the rnetarnorphoNi muti.,,o of imago development for
animation,
conversion of a line drawing 10 an oohing.
recognition and employment of the relationships betweett high-
contrast photography and photographic screen printing,
the use of half-tones to achieve tonal representation in photo
related printing, processes, and
the uSe of pixillation, high and fuw anal lap
dissolves in film-making,

Recognize, compare t_,ontiat printed in!a id! cterized
-by

the reverse nature of woodblpck, linocut, and liftprint to non-
revers-ed image of-stencil Prints, offset prints, and photographs,
the contribution of various surfaces, to image in printmaking
(paper, block,-, plate, ink surfaces),
the use of unedited film versus reSpliced, juxtaposed images in
film making, ,
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122.

o the use of cutouts versus models or drawings in animation, and
the choice of quality and cost versus purpose and effect of
imagery in graphic design.

Integrate imagery-developed n,other visual expression areas, in
graphics projects.

Advanced

Demonstrate self-direction and continuity in the dpveloPment of
personal images suitable for use in graphics._
* SeleCt.and produce images according 'to specific criteria (taste,

lifestyle, culture, purpose, expression).
Produce images-that solve -specific and/or assigned problems of '-

design.
Develop a series from a single image (a series of Scenes,. a
passage of time seq6ence, a metamorphosis).

Demonstrate. inventiveness and mature interpretation in the use of
images developed for graphics.

Combine processes(photography and etching, design layout
and photography, printmaking and,, animation).
Extend graphic processes into other .greas.of visual expression
(hand coloring printed or photographed irriages,''printing on clay
or fabric, printing over a collage).

a Recognize and use ,unplannecl developments that occur during
project work.

Explore graphic nrages directed to a personal style
Extend a single image through explorations_ in several graphic
media.

a Select, extend, and repeat characteristic 04s ,own graphic.
images in other whys (as messages, .in material usage)..
Relate personal graphic images_ to historical precedents' by
working a.thin a tradition or allowinnim @gds to be influericed.by.
those of a master graphic artist (contemporary or historical).

CONTENT RESOURCES 1O2
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Implementing -kearnitig aiitcorties in Grapftid$1'
. . / .

A student should deffionstrate knowledge of and the ability to use,
-4. the elements and principles,of design in graphics. Hervare some,

.possibilities.

Identify, and emphasize line as an element of design.
Examine the qualities of line in print (embossed, etched, gouged,
,positivet negative) ,

Discover the variety of lines possible in one print mediiim (from
differentcutting tools -in lino, bites in etching, or from draWn,

'brdshed, or pressed"on 'line in graphic design).
Photograph examples'of line in the man-made or natural en-
vironment.
Create a' film by %recording the gradual development of a line
drawing.
Use linear materials in a collograph (Om, wire, wool, glue).

Icintity and emphffrze. texture as an element of design.
Compare- and contrast textural qualities of prints (linocuts,
collagraphs, etchings).
Examine commercial prAss-o form textures for graphic design.
Collect images that demonstrate the relationship of texture to
tonal qualities in'various print processes (crosshatching in etch-
ing,'dot pattern rn photoscreen printing, ,wiping t hnique in
aquatint).
Create a variety of printed textures (relief, rubbed, embossed).
Compare the textural ,qualities of different print, papers,
photographic papers, inks, and
Apply lighting techniques to explore tone values in photographic
white-on-white textures (eggs, tiles, fabric, paper, netting, chalk,
stucco) or black-on-black textures.
Select and print from found objects having Unusual textures
(soles of shoes, wire mesh, foil, fabric).

-0 Compare visual textures of nalf-to'ne screens.

Identify and emphasize color as an element of design.
Examine the natures of subtractive and additive color mixtures as
they relate to printing.
Examine printed color (opaque, transparent, overprinfbcf.,colors,.

Examine color selected in advertising and speculate on intended
consumer reaction (limited range, emotional appeal).
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Use tone in photog aphic. techniques (gray scale in process
camera copy, gray card in black and white tonal photography).

Identify and emphasize balance as principle of design.

Arrange the content of an image to achieve symmetrical balance.
Collect advertisements that are strongly asymmetrical.
Relate balance to content in advertising. Disucss viewer impact
(stability, unrest).
Search for examples of radial balance in graphics.

Identify and emphasize unity as principle of design.
Create visual unity in an etching, linocut, or graphic design by the
hatching or dotting of tone,
Create a unified screen print using a monochromatic 'color
scheme.

a Establish compositional unity in a layout through the use of
devices (clustering elements around a point, connecting elements
to a line).

Identify and emphasize contrast as principle of design.
Process black and white photographs to alter contrast, using
high loW-, and medium-contrast papers, and lithographic film.
Consider the effect of juxtaposing contrasting colors in graphic
design.
Use color to create contrast in an oth ise repetitious design.

Identify and emphasize pattern as principle of design,
Discuss the repeatable nature of prints to create pattern.
Examine the impact of a number of prints.ordered, mounted, and
displayed in series.
Use a repeated printed image as decoration (border patterns,
tiles, stencils).
Design a package that capitalizes upon repetitiu (many identical
packagesjn the display).
Explore the use of repetition in animation (of backgrounds,
gestu res, details).
Print repeat copies from a single photographic negative, altering
focus, exposure times, or paper for comparative results.
Gradually reduce the printing surface of a block print to explore
the variety in visual impact.
Attempt to reach high standards of control i-n epeat printings
from one etching plate.

04

DESIGN
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Identify and emphasize emph-asis as principle of design.

Examine ways in which artists have achieved emphasis in intaglio
prints,-screen prints, and relief prints.
Create emphasis in a poster design through the manipulation of
color, 'size, shape, image, and letter placement.

A
Select typefaces that emphasize the message or intent of a
brochure or poster.
Design an image for a wood block print hat emphasizes a feature
in the wood (knot, grain, texture).

a Collect printed images of consumer items that demonstrate an ef-
fective -use, of emphasis.

Identify and emphasize movement and rhythm as principles of
design.

a Discuss the nature of movement in film and how movement is
achieved.
Discuss the use trf repetition in _ion (backgrounds,
gestures).

Explore photos which imply movement through the use of blurred
images, long time exposures of moving images, and overlaps of
two or more negatives in processing.
Produce photographs that record a progression.
Make overlapping transparent cells (cellulose acetate) of a
repeated image.
Compare film and video as vehicles tor creating the illusion of
movement.
Develop a storyboard to plan movement sequences.
Wipe ink, on an etching plate in a way that suggests ant in
the resulting print
Make repeated rub ngs of 111 order ty suggest
movement within one print.

Advanced

Demonstrate self-direction in applying the elements and principles
of design to graphics projects.

Experiment with design problems through photography, in a
sketchbook, in storyboards, in roughs and layout designs, -and/or:
through collage.
Manipulate elements and principles of design in all stages,of ad-
vanced. projects in graphics.
Enhance communicative aspects of graphic design ,through
manipulation of selected elements and principles.
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Describe, discuss, and apply the elements and principles of design
and their relationships in a manner commensurate with artistic
maturity and accomplishments in graphics

while planning:
in progress, and
on completion. ,
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Implementing Learning Outcomes in Graphics

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
historical and contemporary developments in praphics. Here are
some possibilities.

Basic

Demonstrate an awareness of graphics as part of the heritage of art.

Interview and/or research local printmakers, graphic artists,
photographers, or film-makers.
Visit advertising agencies and printing or newspsper plants.
Interview the curators of art galleries or the collectors 9f graphic
arts.
Compare and contrast aspects of book design, (jackets
illustrations, layout, format).
Examine the differences between !united edition and Mass-
produced prints.
Photograph and display graptii designs observed in public
places:

COntral. lraditioiial Itilluvative laphl Je3i n teLlinignes
Compare arid contrast an artist's graphic imagery to his or her
imagery in other media \
liecdgniLe the !elation bntwc.r.;.n niliel 4.11S..1 Imes
(textile arts, television. advertising, sic)

Demonstrate an awareness of major artists and movements where
applicable to selected projects

,3 I 11, -=

areas of
i,),Icr. yt

Japanese pluck prints ar.d sterrcll
the history of lettering, typefaces.
the invention and development of etcriiii,4 engravine
photography, and silkscreen,
print versus reproduction,
ph-otocapying as printrnakin6
the relation between commercial..,) tine arts. an.1

book and magazine design.

41elky

Integrate knowledge gained front. art history into one's own work in
graphics in terms of
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, style,
traditiori,
,image sources',-
trends,

innovations (Philosophical, techrurral),..
.influence- and pCipular appe'al,

symbolism, and
, story,line.

Be advare of local developments in graphics such as
artists, designers, and craftsmen of stature,
exhibitions and film festivals,
sources of documentation (libraries, mu,seurns),
national trends (as s6en in arts, craft, and design magazines),

O critical aceiaim, major shows,
cultural influences,-

* Motivation of artists and craftsrmen,
thematic similarity and diversity,
advdrtising campaigns, public relations, and commercial tren ds,
and

consurnerism.

Advanced

Show self-direction in the study of art history as appropriate for
major projects relating to

the handling of media,
approaches or styles,
historical precedent,
emotional intention and/or responses,
themes,

symbolism,
metaphor, and
parallels through time.

,andand tontras graphic art works in order` to :identify
historical precedents.
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E

Speculate upon the intended influence of graphic
by examining

billboards, signs,
film-arid television,'

ocumentary photography,
subliminal ieductidn, and
subliminal seduction, and
manuscript and print.

on behaVior

Integrate-intoone's own work in graphics hiitorical developmen
concerning

processes,.,
edia,

rntgeri, and
style.

Consider personal skills and interests in
-portunities in graphics such as

graphic designing,
layout_ artistry,

-0 book designing,
* press operating,

camera Operating,
* sign Painting,

textile printing,
- photography,

audio-visual artistry, ... -
television and film camera operating,
printmaking,

and
,p6ster, designing.
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Leatriint--:Oytcdires±in- Graphics

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use
reasoned criticistn: in graphics. Heraare some possibilities.

Basic

Use the reasoned criticism in the-Art Foundations section of this
book-to feview strategies for evaluating and criticising works of art.
Demonstrate the ability to

identify,
a describe,
a speculate, and

evaluate, assess,- and- summarize.

Apply appropriate critical graphic

a_ artists,
schools,
styles;
cultures,
innovations,
traditkons,
Cliche's and fads,
technical procasses, and
popular taste.

works, showing an awareness_ of

Use critical strategies in discussing the growth in one's own work
and the work- of peers in the areas of

expressive intent od, emotion);
selection- of image (clichds, originality),
public and private images,
design, and printed image,

a composition,
development of image,

a degree of completion
materiels used,
tools and equipment used,

a sequence of processes,
technical coMpetence,
experience,
problem- solving,

110
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communicative intents
a documentation,
0-craftsmansh4p in combined

final product

Arrive at. persdnal preferences .regarding

a one's own work,
artists, film-make , designers, and photographers

a media,
styles,-
presentation,

a intent,
imagery,
concepts, and-

a techniques.

Summarize critical
recording.

*--reporting,
-reviewing,
soliciting opinions (expert, popular), and
reading and viewing (films, journals, reviews, criticism).

Speculate upon the success of an image in regard to its intent or
audience

a -.in-advertising and posters,.
in the effactof, Multiple- copies on value,

a in technical production,
a in ownership and status, and

in private and, publidOwnership.

Show self-direction in use of critical strategies.
Assess one's work in all stages of prodUction.

a Evaluate the project's impact according to the original, concept or-
problem. --

Solicit opinions regarding the success of a piece of drk, and
comment accordingly. -
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RITZ

Demonstrate increased_ fluenty- in the use of Critical strategies
regarding

-0- problem-salving,
description,-.
symbolism,-
hiitoricl preCedent
judgment

0:ideology, and
*--carnmunieation..

-Develop and state personal preferences
according to

selection,
research, and
supporting arguments.

Consider theelegal implications of graph
photographs, logos, trademarks).

Consider the possible worth of an artist's work
as an investment,

, .

as produced fpr commercial use
in terms of the hourly rate of an artist or designer, and
in_ intrinsic, personal value. °

Consider the historical development of promoting an'artist's work
(gu i Ids, sponsorship-in the Renaissance, patrons, the CanadaCoun-
cil, awards apprenticeships, unions).
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,
A student should d lemonstrate knowledge of arid the abili
the applications- cast materials, tools and equipment and Processes of
art in graphics. =l1 re are some examples

Tilelise. of_ Atz-atetials

xtend.bne's abiliftU to use graphic materials
0'n traditional wamys,
in new ways, en
or new Purposs-

Discover -and ext. nd
materials Such as

wood;

found rnateria

-0 cardboard,

linoleum,

Styrofoam
wax,

inks,

fully

acetate,

glues,

shellac,

papers, arid

plasticene.

Discover' and _exter-1 ly the inherent characteristics of intaglio
materials such as

a Plexiglas,

metal, plates (copper, zinc, aluminum
inks,

0 retarders,

grounds (hard, s oft),
a acids (nitric; _hycrochloric),
acid resists (stoi=outs, enamels,
papers,

a ammoniar

talc, rouge, or. e--rm--n ery,

machine oil,

varnish, esin, sugar Ii
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O - wiping materials - (tarlatan,
-hand),

. -
blotters, and

wiping rags

cheesecloth,

.

Discover= -and- extend fully the nherent-d-haracieristics
design materials such as-

mock-Lin riaterfals1(color key, cploe,4 n e4-_letters),- -

gra laic

inks,
friskit,
stencil paper,-

=pencils,-
technical pens,

- pressure transfer lettering,
stencil films; block out films.

-wax,

tapes- (maskingftransparent),
rubber cement

_! photomechanical

e. pat nt,

O gaper, illustratib

body type,

acetates,

ppaque ink, tape, paper,

film (orthographid,

film-developers and fix.

transfer

-Discover ard extend fully the inherent characteristics
printing materials such as

'0 block outs (glue and water, luche, saper,.shellac, wa

---- : inks, reyders, transparent hase,, extenders;
developers,-

solvents,

algetate,

hand cut emulsion films,
tapes,

screen-'fibric (silk, polyes
photo emulsions,, and

fixers.

of set ra-.

er Arras'
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Discover' and -extend:: ...the
lithographic- materialCsuch as

plates (metal, paper, presensitiied),
wetting solution,
stones,

'10_ gum arabic,

tusche, wax, crayons,
inks,
soap,

=0 grease,
.

develdpers, fi , lacquers, an
solvents, bnket wash.

Discover and xtend fully the inhlierent ch racteristics
photographic ,a d film-making material such As

film (orthochr atid, panchromatic, cola." slue, color print,
movie),

_developer,

stop bath,
fixer.
papers (papek-base, plastic base, thicl---Aness, tint, surface texture
ar-id sheen, type of emulsion, cciiPr snsitivity,and contrast),
drymount tissue,
matte_ board, 2-
acetate,
toners,
wetting agents,
washing agents,
splicing materials;
recording tape, and

"videotape.

Learn the safe use, storage, and ,protection procedurep concerning
hazardous materials and equipment, cbm-isiderl-ng aspects such aS

.

- -solvent (yarsolisolvent lacquer triinrit/adherent/r011er.
conditioner,-.metylnydrate),.-
acids- (etching,- photographic Una

. flamMable -.materials (solventsi adhest vas, ,fabrics),:.
adheipes (rubber cement! airplane -fi I = ue,- contact cement, spray
adnesivet, white. resin glue,-, epoxy), : .
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O -caustics (photo developer,

pbwdered rnateri lsldev @lopes x irtgrazIs,

fumes (solvents, inks, develc,-* pe-s),
poisons (potassiOrndichrornete, leadacetate, indigo),

li=sphate),

light (ultraviolet, 'arc lamp),
-safety ent,Sguards on t, ally rag cont ink
fountain dill ensQnpaRercLe-=-:-tt bed' hooks), ahcl,,_=,
approphat

Tlie Use of Toolsand lipnent

Learn the _proper aridskillful
and equipment sudl-t

wire brushes,
-gouges, Japanese X-

O sharpening stories,
bench hcioks,
brayerS,-

ink knives,
ink slabs,
etching presses,
proofing presses,

* purnishers, spoons
saws,

files,
brushes, and

e of sted relief

Learn the-proper and skIllful.0
.and equipment such as

dry.point needles,
e scrapers,

burnishers,
shears,
hbt plates,
leather dabber
acid baths,
etching press ,

spatulas, ink knives
files,
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=

sharpening stones,

0.. etching needles,
btushes,
dust bags or box6s,:
dimping baths, and-
bignkots.

;Learn the Proper and skillful use of selected screen printing tools
and equipment such as

ci-ens-tframe,- fabric. hinges, baseboard),
tatching, pikers,

tapleguns,
hammers,.
squeegees,:

?- 'drying; racks,

bnishes,
X-Acto knives,
swivel cutters,
cords,.
washout sprayets,

s 'scrub brushes,
glass sheets,

O arc lamps, light sources, an
vacuum frames.,

Learn the prope and skillful use of lithographic tools and equip=
merit such as.

levigators,
lithographic stones,

* rollers, _-`

presses Offset, lithographic),
plate burners,
layout cameras,

-9 half-tone screens,
devel7ping trays,
P.IVI.1- processors,
folders, collators,

-* binding equipment,
contact printers,
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rubber stamp makers, and
pumice blocks.

Learn theprope
merit such as

pica rulers,
J3rdcess earners,

T-squares,
gray scales,
compasses,,
- rulers and stra ight edges,
non-reproducing pencils,
airbrushes,
brushes,

and skillful use

pens;

felt-tip markers,
X-ficto knives,
light tables,
Xerox,,

half=tone screens,
contact printers, and
typesetting equipment.

Learn the proper and skillful use of photographic and
tools and equipment such as

-cameras (S.L.R., range finder, large- forMat, pinhole, mov

lenses (macro, zoom, wide-angle, telephoto, standard),

tripods,
filters,
flashes, and light,
exposure meters,
umbrellas,
enlargers,
tanks,
flash meters,
reels,
developing trays,
washing tanks,
tongs,
safelights,
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PPLICATI N5

timers
editors,

O splicers,
projectors,
copystands,
tape record s,--

dissoly0 :Co
* drymburit_ preTtes.

Use of Processes

Use planning processes -involving -1

the-selection of appropriatelmage, symbol., and type to
selected. methods, -%
Storybeards,
thumbnail --sketches,
overlaysc
comprehensives, and-
deSiin and dolOr separations.

ansier

Use processes appropriate for relief .print. block, making.

-0 Prepare the black (carve, gluer_shelac).
-Typeset_

Use processes appropriate for relic
-0 Prepare paper and ink.
O Ink. -.-

0- Print Mechanically by press or
Register.
Emboss.

print block printing.

Use proceSses appropria e for Off -ent in aglio.printplate-makipg.
Etch with -acid.

core or scratch with dry .point.
. Engrave by incising- with burin'or gravure.

113
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:Use printing processes appm-oprlate or di
Prepare the paper and
Ink and wipe.

fa Pull. the print.
0- Embdss.

Use screed - constructing process
serigra ph prints.

Prepare direct manual h ncils (glue, tuSche, lacquer, geMatin,
wax, okcrayon).
Prepare indirect manual stencils (paper, knife -cut, wateno-- or
lacquer-besed film, found tape)

Prepre Photomechanical stencils (from hand-down positives
prineed positives phot=ographic positives; orthochrormnatic..
positive% panchromatic px.tositives, half-tones, color separaion).

Use nt processes approw riate for different serigraph print,ts.
Prepare ink. (Add 9xtende-- or transparent base; use-retarder--; mix

Apply ink (print stroK f cod stroke, squeegee a ngle).

Rekister.

Use preparation proce
prints including

appropriate for different

ton (graining, dravving, desensitizing, -proving),
offset (exposing the plate_ developing the image, plate dress,

=press run), and.
I hand-drawn images on metal' or paper plates.

Use print proc ses ap_ pro riatefor different ra hie p rints
involvi rig

--40 proofs, and
I registration of plates

Use- camera-operating pr7ocesses appropriate for diffrent
photographs, taking into cam- risideration such aspects as

the relationship between shutter speed and diaphragm finvw.r.e
correlation),
lens functions
macro),

(normal,
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light meter Operation (reflected light, incident light, flash)
artificial light (flash guide number, bounce, filters, floods, u

-brellas, backdrops), and
focus and depth oftfield..

Use film-selec ion processes appropriate for different hotogriphs.

Use image;selec
:-Ohotographs.

ILise developing processes appropriate for di e erit o °graphs,.
taking into consideration t uch aspects-as

Ictading film. into the developing tank,
mixing developers for.standard and specific results,
timing, and
ixing, washing, drying, and 'storing

Use printing processes appropriate for
taking into consideration such aspects as

contact prints,
test"strips,
enlargements, and

0 developing; drying

Use graphic arts processes appropriate for
taking into consideration such aspects as

camera-ready copy
the choice, of film (lane-or ortho),
diaphragm and shutter speed,
exposure, and
developing,. fixing,- washing, drying.

Use animatiOn -processes appropriate- for differ-en
_,taiting into consideration such aspects as

the preparation of registered drawings, models or cut outs;
camera preparation (stand, focus, lighting angle, *gray card),
the registration of the image,
single or multiple exposures, and
pixillatian-

photographs,

_
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Use film-making.processes'applopriate-for different photographs,
:taking .into consiOration,Auch .askcts- as

single system (sound anci:irciage in video cr.Super-eita-mern)i
double .system (tan-fere:and tape recorder,.edit,- splice, transpose,
project)-.

Uses '.prceises in graphic design
. -

the design of image,
-is paste-up processes,. --

copy-camera processet, ar
_strippink.and masking.

involving

Use_ process'es in typography

typesetting,
lockup, and-
brOofing..

-Use other graphic proCesses concerning minor graphic
and involving

lift prints,
paper stencils (stippling, poyncing, airbrush painting),

tracing etchings, on to clear acetate, -and
stamp printing-(potato, rubber, stamp-making):

Use other graphic prpeesses concerning duplicating
involving_

p-frit,s

a -stencils, and
A electrostatic.

Use presentation processes

dry mounting,
ii: matting and framing,

project, dissolve control, -tape recorrle
bookbinding,
strip film for sound movie projection,-and
mock-up and packaging..
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A student should de nonstrat knowledge of, and the ability to use,
vocabulary 'relating to graphics. Here are 'sofne possibilities.

acetate, darkroom,
acid, depth of field,
airbrush, -develop,
animation, devtloper
aperture, diaphragni,
aquatint drapout

& archival, dry mount
atelier,-- dry 'point

. autoscreen.

edrt,
back drop, edition,
baren, electrostatic,
bellows, _ elimination printing,
b-ench. hook, embossing
bevel, emulsion,
bite, engraving,
blanket enlargement_

bleeding- *-,etching
block, exposuee, ,
blockout 'extender.
brayer,
burin,
burnish,
burr. -_

feed,
film;

fixer,
flood,
focus,
font,
frisket,
-stop,

furniture.

camera,
carbon arc,
carrier,
cells,
chase,

collogra0h,
color separations,
comprehensive,
cOntect print,
contrast,
copystand,
cut film.
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graphic,
gravure,
gray scale,
ground-(soft and hardl
guide number

0. half-tone, --

a" handcut,

liardground,
headline.

negative,
non-reproducing pencil;

offset printing;
orthiachromatiC,
orthographic,
overlays.

Impression;
intaglio.

justification."

key image,

lacquer,
layout,
lens,

levigator,
liftground,
lift print
fight mete
lihe art,
dine engraving,

. lino cut,
:lino print,
lithography,
lockup,
lower case.

- panchromatic,
-photecopyy_
-photogain,
photography,
photomechanical,
photostencil,
pica,'

pixillation,
-planographic,
plate mark,
plate oil,
platen press,
'Plexiglas,
positive,.
posterization,
pouncing,
press,

press bed,
a process camera,

projector,
proof,
pull;
pumice. stone.

macro lens, quoim-
a masking reflex,

matt reduction printing,
matte, registration

atting, relief,
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esin,
resist,
retarder,

a eubylith. vacuum table,
varnish,
video,
viscosity.

safelight,
,screen,

sensitive,
serigraph,-
shutter,
soft ground,

a solarization (Sabot
solvent
speed,
splice,
squeegee,
stamping,
stencil, .
stencil brush,
stencil printing,
stone,
stop. bath,
stop out,
storyboaed,
stripping.
Styrofoam,
sugar lift

ier effec

c washout,
wid angle lens;
wood engraving,
wood cut.

Xero

zinc,
zoom.

.0 tacky, \
tarlatan,
telephoto lens,
emplate,
ext, --\'

imer, \
ransfer

tripod,
typeface,,

typesetting,
tusche.
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A -piece of sculpture is a meaningful form in three dimensions: It
could be a totem pole, a fountain in a civic square, a weathervane,
or-a seed' pod. If a waterworn beach stone attracts your eye, you

. share an experience with an ancestor whb theusandi of years ago _
discovered a meaningful sculptural fortn.- If. you notice the shape of
an interesting scrap of wood, you encounter forms that Louise
Nevelson would recognize and use If you notice the rounded-sculp-, tural- shape of figures on the beach, you share an experience with
Henry Moore

Three-dimensional forms exist everywhere. Michelangelo could
imagine their presence-inside solid slabs of stone and he carved in
order to liberate the images-from their marble surroundings. Inuit
carvers recognized familiar forms in indigenous materials. Picasso
transformed common objects into fanciful sculptbral forms. Olden-
burg' sees sculptural possibilities in everyday objects,--ones that
make us smile when we see. hem through his eyes. Rodin's bronzes
remind---11-s-o-f-the human frailty .of_the great, Joe Fafard's_ceramic
sculptures of human dignity in the ordinary citizen.

Whether monumental or miniature, solid or fragile, Arient or
ephemeral, floating or self7destructing, sculptures have --unique
spatial qualities that intrjgue artists.

Like all other forms of art, sculpture reflects the Imagir:ingss and ex-
periences of artists. The greatest sculptors chart vivid -ways of
seeing, a need for self- expression, and a close affinity between
materials and image Sculptors continue to chisel, model, cast, and
carve with the materials of stone, metal, wood, and clay bringing
newer ways of working with modern materials to, ancient and
traditional repertoires of -skills. Sculptures can be made from
plastic', fabric, or found materials. They can be inflatable, musical,
electrical, or. architectural. New idols appear; new social issues are
addressed. Sculptors help draw our attention to all those things
through expression in three diMensions.

Students can share-many of these experiences in their own ways,
ones reflecting their own Place and time. They can look at and con-
sider the sculpture of others and can create their own to gain an un-
derstanding of working with imagery in three, dimensions.



impleitentingL:Learoing-'0Litcorbes

A student should demonstrate an awareness of, and the ability to.
use imagery in-sculpture 'Here-are. some possibilities.

Review and select Image development strategies found in the-Art
Foundations section appropriate for use in sculpture.

Draw from insect, bird, and animal models.
Record surface textures 131 drawing, rubbing or casting-(moss,
lichens, -bark, erosion, building materials).
Take castings from surfaces and objccts to prepare for an assem-
blage.
Translate two-dimensional images into three dimensions by
making small models in clay or plasticene.
ObserVe and collect "found sculpture" (weathered wood,
Seashells, bones 'driftwood).

* --Photograph sculptural imagery in the environment (costumes;
parade floats, monuments, jewellery, inflatables).
Create gestural sketches from the human -figure, using clay or
plasticene.
Photograph `sculptural formsfrom a varjety -of points of view in
order to study inherent sculptural characteiistics

* Draw, paint or sculpt common objects, altering their scale so that
they seem monumental.
Sketch common objects to plan for fabric sculpture (gadgets,-
tools, shells, clothing, food).
Design for a wire sculpture using continuous line.
Adapt images from one's own drawings or paintings for use in a
bas-relief.
Use organic shapes as design sources for cast jewellery.
Invent slab-built architectural forms.
Develop cardboard relief sculptures from collages.
Examine" both natural and man-made containers., Discuss their.
form and function.

Distinguish representational or symbolic, images in sculpture.

Design a series of masks that illustrate a variety of moods or im-
pressions.
Make sketches for sculpture using an abstract concept as a-therne
(joy, peace, war, despair).
Collect sculptural images and clas sify them according to their
symbolic or representational intent.
Design a symbolic totem or monument (country, sport, or in-
dividual).
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Assemble- within a box a: collection of related
having-symbolic meaning,

ompare and contrast three-dimen
critella such. as

the elements and principles

ound objects

historical context,
content,
technique,
mood,
impact,-
symbolism,
style, and
imagery.

ional images using a variety of

of design,

Integrate imagery developed in sculpture with images developed in
other visual expression areas.

Use sculptural m odels tor film - making,'
Draw_ from sculptures-
Create simple sculptures to be photographed fora project in corn-
.mercial design.
Include cast forms_ in textile, projects.

Advanced

Demonstrate self-direction-in the development of -personal-images.

Extend a single image through a series of explorationg in, several
sculptural media (clay, paper mgche; fabric, carved wood).
Research a theme appropriate for a. sculpture (the human figure,
animal forms, heroes).
_
Develop imagery in clay or plasticene in order to prepare for a
major sculptured ,work.
Extend- aitheme in relief and in the round.
Draw a series of sketches in preparation for a portrait bust.
Design a kiosk for a specific purpose (telephone booth, ad-
vertising area, information booth, toilet).
Use sculptural forms (human, natural, or-man ade) in arranging
a store window or showcase
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Supplement knowledge of a chosen sculptural image
of sources such as

photogrpahy,
science, _

industrial design,
art history,
the ''humanities, and
advertisin

om a variety

- Relate personal imagery
lOcal -artists,

0`primitive art,
religious art,
artists of stature, and
cultCiral .heritage.

o histoncal precedents nvolving

Compare and contrast sculptural imagery using a Wide variety of
criteria.
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Leartant.- 0000 in ScUlpttite

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability use,
the elements and -principles ef design in,sculpture fiere are some

-possibili

Basic.

Identify and er2entiate between the elements and 'principles of
design as the apply to sculpture

Review and expand upon the element and principles of design as
they apply to sculpture.
Consider the influence of sculptural techniques and materials on
the elements and principles of design.
Observe the selective use of the elements and principles of
design in sculpture (of self, peers,- artists of stature).

Select and/or combine specific elements and principles of design
for sculptural purposes.

Apply impressed .texture to surfaceS of a sculpture in order to
create a focal point, create contrast, or emphasize planes.
Create a mobile that demonstrates balance (radial, bilateral,
asymmetrical).
Demonstrate the gestural quality of line in a wire sculpture
Experiment with a variety of surface treatnients on repeated
three-dimensional forms (rough, smooth, colored, dull, reflective).
Use repetition in sculpture (modules, stamped texture, cast
forms, found objects).
Exaggerate form in sculpture to emphasize expression (jagged,
enclosed, penetrated, open, natural, abitract, I geometric,

'weighted, fragile).
Consider the significance of color in sculptural .materials (clay,
plastics, cardboard, paint, metals, fabric).
Create gesture sketches of the figure in modelling clay by rolling,
cutting, or pinching,
Become familiar with the lexture of *arious sculptural materials
(clays, plaster, fabrics, woods) and tools.
Add linear detail to clay sculpture through the addition of incised
line
Photograph- sculptural forms on, around, or of buildings (or-

. nament, landscape design, building shapes, architectural models).
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Demonstrate self-diection inapplyingthe elements and principles
of design to -projects in sculpture.

Experiment with design problems pn_a regular_ basis in a s etch-
book by translating shape into mass, experimenting with c ange
of scale, and/or reeording and adapting -sctilptural -imagery.-
Manipulate and evaluate the elements and principles of design at
all stages of production of a major sculpture (planning, designing,
preparing -and drafting, during construction, completing,
evaluating, displaying).

Orchestrate the full range of elements and principles o
within a sculpture project to suit

specific' processes,
.particular images,
Selected moods And feelings,44.,commercial andconsurner purpoSes,
suitable materials,
personal style,
historical precedents,
experience, and
cultural heritage.
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EL

trnplerme.hting---LearpingOgtdomet- jfl calpttire'

A student should demonstrate knowledge and_the ability to-use,.
historical and contemporary developments in sculpture. Here are
some possibilities.

Basic

Demonstrate an awareness of .sculpture as part of 'the heritage of
art

Collect historical example
sculpture.

a Draw or photograph loCal,examples (totems, masks, baskets

that supplemdnt one's n work in

Recognize the relationship between the
other human influences such as

religion and beliefs,'
environment (geographic, climatic),
social organization, and

a va u e systems.

Demonstrate` an awareness of major artists, and
plicable to selected projects iv the areas of

history of sculpture and

primitive cultures,
Western movements,
Eastern movements,
contemporary developmen
popular art and fads.

Integrate knowledge gained
own work in the areas of

style,
choice of imagery,
techniques,
the influence of -materials,
tradition,
international trends, and
symbolism.

the study of art history infp,one's
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Pf

Advanced

Show self-direction in .the _study of art history as appropriate- for
specific projects in sculpture in the areas of

a themes through history,
the handling of -media,
styles and approaches,
emotional response to even
cross-cultural influences.

Compare and contrast sculptural works in order
historical precedents.--

o identify'

Relate developments in sculpture to, historical phenomena
and .developments that are

social (celebrations festivals, advertising),
intellectual,
military (monuments, gravestones, cenotaphs),
scientific (model-making, assemblage), and
arc hitectu ra I.

in events

Be. aware of. recent developments relating to -sculpture..-

Recognize work by artists of stature.:
--Attend- exhibitions.

Be aware of national trends and criticaracclaim.
a Note cultural influenbes----

Look for thematic similarity or Iiiversity.

Consider the role of historical and contemporary development in
the continGum of sculpture in terms of

a themes,
a- Materials, and

purpose.

Consider personal skills and interests in vela
portunities in sculpture such as

architectural model building,
model ,building,

..CONTENT 'RESOURCES);
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-.1)mpleimiptirig--Learning :-Gutcomes-,in,Scu

A student should demonstrate. knowledge of, and the ability to use,`,
reasoned criticisnv in sculpture. Here are some possibilities.

Use the reasoned criticism -in the-Art FoUndations section to review
strategies-for evaluating- works of art. Demonstrate the -ability to
* identify,
a describe,

speculate, and
evaluate- and assess.

_

Apply critical s rategies -to sculptures
peers showing an alareness of

-a-expressive intent,
selection: of image,
cornposition,
development 'of image,

a -completion,
a materials used,

ools and equipment used
0-the sequence of processes,

technical competence and
experience,

of one's own and those 'o

Apply critical strategies to specific sculptures,. showing an
awareness of

artists,
schools,-

* styles,
a cultures,
is. traditions
a innovations,
a cliches, and
a popular laste.

'tynthesize and summarize -oil ical
and involving the activities of
41. recording,

concerns relating to sculpture



reporting,
reviewing,
soliciting opiniOns (expert, popiflar),
reading (journals,.'reviews), and
Interviewing.

--'Advancetty

-Show self-direction in .the use of critical.strategies.
Assess one's own work at all stages of development.
'Evaluate it upon Completion;

a. Use logical' argument to criticise and defend one's work.

Demonstrate increased fluency in the use of critical strategies.

Develop personal preferences regarding sculptural
or movements.

orks by artists

Recognize the- le of 'culptGr in today's consumer society in the
areas of

architecture,
a. scientific. design,

landscape and interior design,
jewellery design,
textile design, and
industrial design.
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Irnplementing Learning Outcomes in Stuipture
A student shobld demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
the-applications of materials, tools and equipment and processes of
art in sculpture. Here are some, possibilities.

The Use of Materiels

Extend one's -ability to usp materials.

Use ielected sculpture- materials such as,
clay (grogged, slip, modelling, plasticene, oil-based),
stone (natuial, volcanic, man-made, igneous, sedimentary,
pebbleg),

plaster of Paris (plain,.colored, added textures, zonolite, perlite),
a wood (sheets,. balsa offcutt, dowels, board's, driftwood),

-0 wire (various weights and colors),
a metal (sheets, rods, alloys, solder),

cement (cirnent fondue):
paper (cardboard, papier nra`ch6),
wax (jeweller's, paraffin, dental wax, candle wax),
glass,

plastics (latex, fibreglass, Plexiglas,
foods (dough, baker's clay),
abrics, stuffings, fibres,

sand, foundry clay,
coatings-(metal enamels, paints, varnishes, shellac
adhesives (paper cement, contatt cement, epoxy),
cuttlefish bone, and
found objects (machine parts, toys, electrical parts, natural
objects).

Styrofoam, foam ruei

Select materials approp ia e for imagery, taking into account their

size and scale,
.expense,

durability,
a precision,

flexibility, and
ease of handling.
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Research- various sculptural materials to discover their

construction,
expressive range,
sources,
characteristics,
hiStory,
longevity,
association_ with specific artists,
chemical composition,
availability,

. cost, and
commercial uses.

,Recognize and identify sculptural materials used by o hers eking
into consideration their

innovative uses,:
criteria for selection,
visual characteristics, and
availability through history.

Continup.to compare and contrast the influence_of selecteditedia.
on a single image.-

Demonstrate growth in the use of sculptural materials through self-
. direction in the selection of

planning projects, and
use in projects.

Demonstrate growth-in- the use of sculptural materials by showing..
. increased- control -and confidence-in

-0 selection of image(s):

bernonstrate growth in the use of sculptural _materials by showing
.flexibility and inventiveness in use in order to

capitalize on the accidental
use unusual combinations of media, and
change .media during the process of creating a sculp u e.-
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plastics and resins,-
corrosives,
powdered materials,
reactive mixtures (plaster, cement).-

Use appropriate safety measures,

Check electrical connections.
Tie back loose clothing and hair.
Make simple repairs.
USe _goggled, masks, and glove&
Have fire extinguishers available.

-Be familiar with emergency procedures rela ing to corrosives and
acids,

The -Use of Processes

Use in the planning processes.

Develop and select possible image sources.
Evaluate and select-an image (for site and pe sonal expression).
Draft plans,

Select and prepare materials
appropriate to imagery,
from_ raw materials, -
within .specific limitations, and
for specific purposes.

-

Review and expand upon selected sculptural
manipulation, involving

clay (rolled; cut, pinched, slab),
wax (in warm water, warmed wi
metal (bent, crumpled, folded).

processes such as

h a 'bunseri burner;

Review and expand upon selected -sculptural processes
subtraction, involving

plaster (carved, sanded),
wax (Carved, melted, impressed, incised),
plastic (drilled, ground, filed, incised, melted, cut),
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stoi,e (rasped, filed, chipped, drilled),
clay (carved, impressed, incised),
wood (cut, drilled, sanded, carved, sawed, chiselled),
metal (hammered, etched, filed, sawed, drilled, cut), and'-
glass (scribed, cut, ground, etched).

Review and expand upon- selected sculptur l processes such as
addition, involving

clay(slab, pinch, thrown, coil),
a paper mache (strips, pulp),

wire (soldered, welded, wound),
__metal (Soldered, riveted, welded), _

glass (flamework, weldedi stained glass),
fabric (stitched, stuffed, quilted, woven, knotted, twined),
wood (glued, nailed, screwed, stapled, laminated, interlocked),

a-wax (softened, welded),
papier (cut, folded, glued, stapled),
plaster (fabric coated, liquid),

. grout,
tilkk.and
enamels.

Review and expand upon selected sculptural processes such as
substitution, involving

clay (slip cast, press moulds, displacement direct),
plaster of Paris (in bags, found objects, containers),
plastic (latex, Fibregias, cast vacuurn-forined),
mould. materials (sand, reba sand, foun r's sand, plaster,
investments),
wax (jeweller's wax), and
metals (for centrifugal casting, for shims).

r=-Use, surface treatment processes to

polish,
braze,
sand,

texture,
buff,
coat,

.

apply protective surfaces, and
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A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
vocabulary in sculpture Here are some possibilities.

abstract,
- aggregate,

anneal,
additiye,
armature,
alloy,
assethblage,

elaboration,
.

emeiy:,stone,
environmental a

ba lce,
bas-relief,
bat,
bead,

bisque,
bronze,
binder,-

braze;
burn- out,

cameo,
carbarundum,
cast,
cement,
charge,
collage,
contour,
chis44-

'centrifugal;
eiment fondue.

crucible,-
chasing,
capitals,
columns,
donceptual art,
corbels,

flask,
forge,
facet,
flux,
form,
fan tracery,

gatb,

glyptic,
glaze,
greenware,

grout,

done,

decant,

lamibate,
latex,-
lost wax,

, lignurn vitae,

1 4 4
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malleable, shape,

mallet, sharpening slip,

mass, shim,

matrix, sieve,

model, _ slake,

mould, slurry,.

monolithic, solder,

monumentality, space,

spear,
stone,

non- ferrous,
sprue,

-take;
stamps,
subtractive,
Styrofoam,

patina,
pickle,
piece mould,
pitch,
plane,
plastic,
-
plaster,
poi metal,
proportion,
pumice stone,
pediments,
papier m5che,

tamp,
temper,
terrazzo,
texture,v
thermoset,
thermoplestic,
torque,
erra cotta,

rake,

reba sand,
rasp,
refractory,
relief,
repousse,
rhSrthM,

riser,
runner,

value,
0-vent,

volume,
9 vacuum,

wedge,

waste mould.

scraper,
scriber,
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Textiles and they Cultural Tradition
"Older than recorded-history is the tale-of fabrics. To find
its beginning, wemust go beyond the dawn of history into
the darkness of prehistoric times; for when man first
began to scratch his deeds on the rocks of hi's dwelling
blaces, fabrics, more or less perfect,. were being
fashioned, ornamented and dyed."

Walton, The Story of Textiles

The _myths, legends, and folk and fairy tales common to different
peoples around the world abound with -references to threads,
fabrics, and dyes. In Greek- mythology the Fates determined the
length of a person's life; Clotho (spinner), :-from whom we derive the
word clothing, spun the thread of life; Lachesis (measurer)
measured the thread, andAtropos (she who cannot be turned) cut it- _

-at death. In Asian mythology the same Fates, under different names,
performed the same -tasks_ Lives_ have been_ saved by a threaci: _

Theseus,-as he entered the Minotaur's labyrinth, unravelled the yarn
_from a ball of thread which he followed, after slaying the monster,

----liack-tolightancrsafety:Tivtht same myth the black-dyed sails of his
ship played a symbolic role on his return to Ithaca. In the story of

-the Royal Swans, the Princess Elise wove shirts from nettle fibres in
order to restore her brothers to human form. And Cinderella was
enabled to go to the ball after-her ragged clothes were transformed
into raiment fit for a princess.

Students working in tektiles will be -dealing .with the sensuous,
tangible line_ of a thread in its many-variations and will be seeking
both _the creative manipulation of this thread and the use of
imagery. Students Must be encouraged to search for imagery and
symbols which are personally relevant and important. At the same
time, students should maSter,"With a concern for the materials
selected, and the formal elements .of design, the skills that enable
them to .express their ideas. Also, the development of -skills and
techniquesmust o hand in hand with development of imagery; one
affects the othe

By studying traditional textiles, students will see how technique,,
composition, and imagery have been related to one another so that
symbols can achieve- expressive :form. In British' Columbia many
ethnic grdups have contributed richly to our knowledge of textiles
through their particular weavings, embroideries, and decorated
fabric& These may be ordinary household articles, ceremonial tex-
tiles including those used in temples, synagogues, and churches, or
lovingly-cherished costumes brought out for special occasions.
Their colors, threads, and symbols tell us a great deal -about a par-
ticular culture Some textiles have a humble utilitarian use. In
others the functional and aesthetic 'aspects have been blended.
They enhance our living environment and on many occasions in-
dicate -status or implied social significance.

Students who engage in the study, construction, and decoration of
textiles become part of a creative tradition which moves from an-
tiquity into the present.

While some students may find a vocation in.textile-arts, many will
discover that the study of the making and the decorating of textiles
is of immediate .value in everyday living,



Implementing Learning Outcomes in Textiles

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
imagery in textiles: Here are some possibilities.

Basic

Review and select image development strategies appropriate for use
in textiles from those given in the Art Foundations section.

Develop simple images that utilize the unique characteristics of ex-
_ tiles._

Simplify_ images from nature.
Create images from imagination,
,Developeimages from man-made objects.
Develop images relating to events (music, literature, happenings).
Develop images, related to pattern.
Develop images suitable for advertising (products, events,
ceremonies).

'Select and adapt image ideas for_ use in a particular textile project.

Develop a simple line and color design for use in inkle, yeaving.
Stylize an -insect, bird, or fish image for a batik.
Explore images related to a fettival or ceremony fo use in a
'stitched -banner or a badge,
Simplify images from landscape for use in tapestry weaving.

0. Create a logo suitable for silkscreening on fabric.

Advanced

Demonstrate self-direction and continuity in the creation of per-
-sonal images suitable for uge in textile arts.

Produce and select images according to personal criteria (taste,
culture, lifestyle, fashion).
Adapt images for specific projects.

. Select suitable materials.
Recognize and use unplanned but. successful i
that occur during project work.

age developments

Develop a design suitable for a specific textile project fom a series.
of related images.
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Derive images from observing historical examples of textiles in
floral designs (Chinese embroidery, damask weaving),
animal deSigns (Peruvian weaving, San' Ellas mola, Mali stdncil),
portraits (Coptic weaving, Chinese stitchery), and

* gdometric designs (Indian.baskets, Tapa cloth, Nigerian printing,
Ghanese weaving).

Compare and contrast image suitability with confidence and self
, initiative using a wide Variety of criteria.
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Implementing Learning Outcomes in Textiles

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,-
the elements and principles of de in-textiles. Here are some
examples.

Basic

Identify and emphasize line as an element of design.
Examine a variety of fibres to find:inherent lipear qualities and
possibilities.
Examine and 'discuss linear characte -stics of stitched ; lines,
arranged on a variety background.
Explore lines created by warp and weft threads in weaving-,.

Identify and emphasize shape as an element of design.
Exarnine_a variety of samples of dyed and printed fabrics to find
motifs and their shapes (negative and positive shapes).

:-rxarpine a variety of textile pieces to find the impact -of oVeralf
'shapes and particular-shapes (Chilcat tilankets, appliquerquilts).

Identify and emphasize color as an element and principle of design..

Find and arrange fibre and/or fabric sample varieties according to
specific criteria (a color.harmony, a mood to be expressed_ in
color; transparent colors, varieties-of :One hue).

-Identify and:eMphasize tone as *ark element of design.
Make a gray scale of fibre or fabric swatches.
Examine a variety of tdne plans and arrangements suitable
in 6 specific project,

or use

Identify and emphasize texture as an element Of deign.
Match_fibreor fabric samples to word descriptions (rough, coarse,
delicate, intricate, fine, dull, shiny, smooth)

* Manipulate fibre or fabric to create moods (comfort, joy, anger,-
gaiety, sadness)
Interrupt the su ace Of one fabric -to achieve textural areas
(pleating, folding,, fraying, stuffing, padding, puncturing).
Find sevd'a I varieties of sample fibres and_ fabrics of one,texture
category.
Order a number of samples of varieties of one fibre and/Or fabric
category (coarse to fine, dull to shiny, 'rough to smooth)-,
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Emphasize pattern development throe
design as it relates to textile -arts.

h repetition as a principle of

Examine a variety of textile arts to find repeated elements that
form themes, .motifs, and variation, the achievement of rhythm
through repetition, and the achievement of -unity through
repetition, :

Plan for differ6nt types of repeat systems (stripe, border and all-
over methods, inverting, rotating, combining, reversing, splitting'
unit).
Make use of positive and negative interaction (proximity of repeat
units, juxtaposition of repeat unitS, overlaps in repeat units,
touching repeat units).

'Emphasizebnity as aprinciple of design as it relates to.textile arts.
Examine a variety oftextiles- to explore the importance of unit
and how unifying eleMentssuch as color;-shape, and texture have
been used
Art4nge: ea' paper and/or textile- samples Within a format to
Achieve unity. ..

Emphasize contrast as a principle of design as
arts.

Examine a variety of textile arts to find how elements may con-.
trast within themselves and with other, color contrasts and
discords, smooth, shiny textile Surfaces contrasted with rough,
coarse textile surfaces.
Examine the use of contrast and its resulting emotive
possibilities relating to image and composition.

a Arrange cut paper textile samples and findings within a format to
explore contrast.

Emphasize balance as a principle of design as it relates to textiles.

Examine a variety of textiles to find how elements may be balari-
ced and to find different types of balance (formal,. informal).
Arrange cut paper and/or textile samples within a format to ex
plore balance. '

Use selected elemen add .principles
positions suitable for textile projecti

[mole corn-
&

Establish a focal paint or interest area within a format in paper or
fabric collage through lines and shapes-meeting, through con-
trasting color, tone, or texture, or through contrasting sizes.
Use a geometric stamp, to discover a variety of repeat relation-
ships suitable for fabric printing.
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Use a series of folded and tied paper experiments to find suitable
compositions for fabric tie -dyed , 4

Use wax or wax crayon -resist on paper to develop suitable com-
positions for batik. I

hasize selected elements and principles in textile design.
Produce samples having repeat motifs_ to discover the impact-of
shape_ and line varieties, the possibilities of shape and line
repetition and variation =or personal or commercial preferences
regarding repetition of line and shape.

Produce for a specific project a variety of textural samples that
show the impact of texture upon the image and mood expressed,
the varieties of textural -surfaces, or personal or commercial
ppeferendes.

-Experiment with color range samples for a specific project to ex-
plore the impact of color upon the image, the varieties of color
distribution, personal Preferences regarding textile. color, the
emotive quality of-textile color, and/or the impact of color on mer-
chandising.

Consider the orchestration o
ciples of design within one

specific processes,
particular _irriages,
selected moods and
suitable materials,.
personal style,
historical precedent and
specific purposes such as telebra

the full range of elements and prin-
extile composition to Suit

eelings,

nd adornment.

pemons e self - direction in creating compositiOns for extiles.
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Implementing Learning Outcomes in Textiles
A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use
historical and contemporary developments in textilet. Here are
sorne possibilities.

Basic

Trace the origins of simple tools and implements as an extension of
the capabilities of the hand.

Investigate- traditions that are
in evidtricgiglocally,

.0 of personal relevance, and.
Of cultural relevance._

Illustrate that in the textile arts, fibre crdation, fabric construction,
and fabric embellishment remain unchanged through the ages
although new- materials and machinery are continually being
developed.

biscus s the influence on the evolution of textile arts_ of
natural cycles (seasons and timing),
man's basic- needs (shelter, clotting, religi9n, status, baske
and

inventions (i.e., in the Industrial Revolution).

Demonstrate en awareness, of current local, nationa
ternational work in selected textile arts areas.

and in-,

Research the role of the textile artist in contemporary on-
vironmentS:=

Advanced'

Acquire an in-depth knowledge of selectea historical and con-
temporary development in fibre arts, and demonstrate increased
_skill in-researching developments for both personal and commercial
use.
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Consider personal skills' and interest
portunities in textiles such as

studio artistry,
fabric design, ''
_fabric printing,
costume design,
interior desig9, and
home economics.
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Implementing Learning Outcomes in Textiles

A student should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
reasoned criticism related to textile& Here-are some possibilitie&

Bdsic

Lookattextile works and form and justify personal responses based
on recognition and description of

P

design elements such as color, tone, shape, line, and texture and
their relationships,
specific design principles such as balance, rhythm, _unity, con-
trast, and emphasis and their relationships,
specific expressive qualities and images through discussion
points such as feelings suggested (anger, jour, confusion), possible
setting (personal, public); possible ownership (status, meaning,
symbol interpretation), and artists (intent craftsmanship, soda
significance).

Form' and justify personal value judgements based on the above
criteria.

Develop strategies and apply acquired critical skills in meking per-
sonal value judgements about

one's own work, and
the work of others.

Give reasoned responses to critical statements in relation to textile
works.-

Respond critically- to textile works on the basis of 'technique,
culture, historic significance,- imagery, and purpose.

Research and compile information.
Review basic criteria for forming an initial personal judgement
Research pertinent judgements of others.

Form 'and justify personal value judgements based on the above
criteria.
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Apply acquired critical skills that will
guide personal direction in a textile project,
allow discrimination and appreciation of fine .craftsmanship in
textiles; and
influence 'personal choices as a consumer.

Consider and debate critical commentary in relation to textile work.
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--_Outcomes in Textiles

A student Should demonstrate knowledge of, and the ability to use,
the Applications of materials, tools and equipment, and processes
of art in textile& Here-are some posibilities.

The Use of Materials

Become familiar with materials concerned with fibre construction:

Examine_ local and readily available sources of materials suitable
for spinning.
Make personal selections of a variety of materials suitable for
spinning such as protein sources (hair, fdr, silk), cellulose sour=

. ces (flax, jute, -sisal, nettle, :pineapple, cotton), and man-made
sources (acetate rayon).
Examine unspun fibres by the unravelling of existing fibres and by
looking-at-fibres -in-found materials such as plastics (tapes,
straws), vegetable matter (twigs,.gresses), and leather varieties.
Select unspun fibres from traditional, non-traditional, and
recycled materials from metallic sources (aluminum, coppef,
gold,' silver) and dlastic sources (videotape, plastic bags).
Experiment with suitable simple dyes for fibres to illustrate dyes
for protein fibres (acid-based dyes, natural dyes from vegetable,
animal, and mineral sources). Produce and select suitable' dye
ranges of both- natural and synthetic origin for selected fibres.

Become familiar with materials concerned with fabric construction.
a Examine materials that could be used to make a loom (branches,-

driftwood, cardboard, pie plates, boxes, plastic, Styrofoam;
drinking straws).
Experiment with materials that could be woven for strength, tex--
-hire, and te- nsion' variabilities (traditipnal and non-traditional
materials,- natural and synthetic fibres,- or "unweaving' samples
of a variety of found woven fabrics).
Explore materials that could be suitably used iri other simple
fabric-construction processes (knitting, knotting, 'braiding).
Explore textile materials by using them in other areas. of visual
expression such as architecture (interior and exterior), ceramics
'(texturing clay), drawing and painting (collage), jewellery, photo-
silk-screen on fabric, printmaking, (collagraph, screening, stamp-
ing), and soft sculpture, or in display.

Become familiar with materials concerned with fabric-surface
embellishment.

Experiment with materials suitable for a basic stitchery, appliqu
and/or hooking plain, printed, transparent, or textured fabrics,
various yarns, threads, sequins, feathers, leather, vinyl and found
materials, lace and trims).

157
__
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-a Produce materials suitable for specific stitchery, applique,
hooking, and dyed or printed projects.
Explore fabric_dyes and.inks in terms of sources (natural, syn
thetic),-dye resist materials (wax, ties, tapes, paste), and thicken-
ed dyes and fabric inks far block printing or stencilling. _

.Demonstrate knowledge of fabric surface embellishment
materials by using them in projects in other areas of visual ex-
pression (theatrical costumes, architectural deigns such as ban-
ners, curtains, dividers, and screens, colligraphs, soft sculptures;
clothing design),

The Use of Tools and.gq(liprneht

Become familiar with safety factors in dealing with tools and equip-
ment.

Learn procedures for the safe- use of vats, particularly those
requiring heat and venting.
-Learn procedures for using dye chemicals and solvents.
-Learn procedures for the safe use of equipment and _tools with
moving parts (drum carders, sewing machines, looms, -spinning
wheels).
Learn procedures : for using sharp needles, scissors,
hookers),

tools

Learn the proper and skillful use of tools and equipment and
demonstratean understanding of

traditional ways of approaching and handling,
traditional fundtions, and
reasonable flon-traditional and experimental

Maintenance of tools and equipment the student she d be able
to recognize the need, and develop the ability, to mair,-7-, , tools and-equipment by

servicing,
conducting routine cleaning,
making simple- repairs, and
reporting situations requiring major attention.

uses.

Learn. the. construction ortools and equipment
Demonstrate an awareness of different types and models.
Build simple but workable implements such as spindle,- branch
looms, heddle bars, swords and pickup sticks, shuttles, beaters,
stamps and printing beds.
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The of Processes

Be familiar-with fibre construction processes such...as &pinning and
involving

preparation (wash, tease,-card), and
technique (finger, spindle,. wheel, ply, braid).

Be familiar- with prizresses involving unspun fibres shred, strip,
unravel, twist, ply).

Be familiar with fibre dyeing- processes involving
fibre preparation (skein, wash, weigh, measure; label)

a-- dyes for cellulose' fibres (natural, synthetic), and
= dyes for protein fibres (natural, synthetic).

Increased shill in
-selecting processes suited to intentions,
the traditional processes for fibre creation
the inventive use of processes_

Demonstrate an awareness of the commercial processes
fibre construction in the textile industry such as

mill weaving,
carding, and
spinning.

or-

Be familiar with fabric ponstruction processes such as weaving,
involving .

preparition. (choice of warp threads,-mpasurement of warp for
specific equipment and projects, warp-weighted, continuous, in-.
dividual),
techniques as required by specific looms (finger, tapestry frame,
card or tablet, inlde, Salish, harness, basketry), and
weaves (plain or. .tabby, twill and satin and their combinations,
knots, chains, and twines).

Be familiar with processes involving.non-woven,fabric such as

felt,-
knot, macre sprang,-
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braid,
knit,
crochet,

a wrap, and
Jars,

amiliar with. combination techniques.

Be familiar with
tie-off warps,
hanging,
stretcbin&
mounting,

arning; and
blocking.

inishing and presentation techniques involving

Demonstrate increased skill
involving

the employment of traditional processes for fabric
the inventive use of processes for fabric creation,
the utilization of processes efficiently, and
finishing and presenting created fabric.

creation, -

',Become- aware of commercial processes
used in the textile industry such as

-m ill. weaving, and
mill-knitting.

or abric construction

Be familiar with fabric embellishment processes
(embroidery), involving ,

hand- processes (traditional, free),

for stitchery

machine processes (machine programmed, free),
combinations of the above (collage, applique and reverse ap-

,patthwork, trapunto, Italian, shadow),
combinations of the above to achieve three-dimensional effects
(stuff, pad, relief, soft sculpture), and
finishing and presentation (block, stretch, mount, frame,, hand).
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Be familiar with fabric embellishment process
involving

a preparation (selection of materials." including backing s
and drawing on cartoons),
techniques (punch, latch); and
finishing (back edge, -trim, frame).

Be-familiar with fabric embellishment process for fabric printing,
involving ,

the prtaration of fabric haunder, scour),
the preparation of beds (pads),
methocis for block (lino, vegetable, stamp, found objects) flock,
flock Mordant, rollers, stencils (card, screen), and discharge, and
finishing and presentation processes such as fixation (steam,
iron, oxidation,. heat) mounting, matting and draping

Be familiar with fabric embellishment processes for fabric dyeing,
involving

preparation, (washing, scouring eliminating perma-press),
methods for resist tie-stitch, dye, wax batik, brushed, print,
tjant paste, tape, spray_ air brush paint discharge, screen),
and --

finishing and presentation (fixation 'steam, iron, oxidation, heat
Mount, matt, drape,: frame), and

combinations of the above methods.

Increase skill in
the employment of traditional p ocesses for fabric
embellishment,
the inventive use of processes for fabric embellishment,
combining processes for fabric embellishmant and
processes of finishing and presenting embellished fabrics.

Become aware of commercial processes used fabric surface em-
bellishment- in the teitile industry such as

roller printing,
silk screening,
heat press transferring, and
air brushing.



A student should demonstra'te knowledge of, and the ability to use,
vocabulary in textiles. Here are some possibilities.

ecome familiar with terms related
carding,

, fleece,
in-the-grease,

a PlYi
skei
spin
staple,
teasing,
yarn.

Become fam ha

backstrap,
beam,

beater,
bbbbin,
breast beam,
bubbling,

. butterfly,
cloth beam,
continuous warp,
idovetail, r-
ends,
fringe,
heading,
heddle,
inlay,
loom,

ith terms related_to- weaving such as

picks,
a reed,

rya,

selvedge,
sett,
shed,
shuttle,
,tabby,
tapestry,
tension,

- twining,.
warp, \

rp beam,
warp face,
wari;\stick, g.

weft, a d
weavers = ngle.
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Be farniliar
sucti as

crochet,
half-hitch,
hand bobbin,

* knitting,
felt,
macrame,
overhand knot,
sinnet, and
square knot,

ith terms related to other fabric construction me hods

Be familia ith terms rela
applique,
backing,

elabric collage,
hooking,
knotted stitches,
looped stitches,

Be familiar
acid dyes,

0_ aniline dyes_
batik,
dye,

dye bath,
dye. stuff,.
dye liquor ratio,
fastness,
mordanting, mordant,

ed sfitcbing, such as
patchwork,
quilting,

6 - reverse' applique,
straight stitches, and
trapunto.

related totlyeirig,_such as
oxidation,
reactive dyes,
resist,
skein,-

-0 substantive dye,
0. tjanting tool,

tjap,
vat,- and

vat dyes.

Be familiar
block,
counter change,
figure,

* figure --ground
flocking,

ith terms related to printing
motif,
printing bed,
registration, registration stops,

reversal, stamp, stamp bed, and
stencil.
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IMAGERY

Know._ that images can be developed in a
variety of ways for a variety of Purposes

Apply images following specific strategies and
approaches

the suitability of images in relation to in-
., tent, materials, and . processes and the

influence of these on the image

ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGNELEMENTS

Know, ..... the el tents and principles of design
Apply' the elements and principles of design

Consider analyze and evaluate the use of the
-elements and principleS of design in
selected works

_
HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT

Know that there is a rich Continuum of -art
throughouthistory

Apply_ historical developments to work
_ _consider -.. selected historicl and contemporary

developments

Know tha
art

REASONED CRITICISM

here are strategies for criticizing

Apply......- critical strategies to selected art works

-_Consider the role of criticism in art
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ART VISUAL EXPRESSION MBAS

Imagety

CERAMICS BasiC 'Know that a variety of images are appropriate

for expreision In ceramics

images suitable' for i -ceramic: by

examining a range of natural, man-made,

and imaginary sources

Consider images in ceramics using a quarter- of

Apply,

criteria

-

Elements cind Principles of Design

Know. . that selected elements and principle: of

design can be- emphasized in ceramics

Apply the elements and prindiples of design. to

stages of ceramic. work '

Consider. .. the influence of the ernphasileil

elements and principles of design in

ceramic form.
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that a. variety of images can be ex-

pressed through drawing and panting

!mages suitable for use in drawing and

fining following specific strategies

and approache's

Ccrsider., images in drawieg and painting
.

:-

cu: ii to a number of criteria

Bow Appq...

Know . .... that selected elements and principles of

design can be emphasized in drawn and

painted works

elements and principles of design to,

drawn and painted works-

Consitle! the influence-of the elements and prin-

dipfes of design in drawing and painting

from various points of view

Advanced ,Know. . ....., that personal preference 'IS Sn,liniftintl
ction and deielopme-In In the selerit2,

. ,
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f :Imagery i -. . : ; --.:,:, !2, ,

.,.

Apply,. erionany-sefected_ Irnagei:n With; Iri;

dependence and ielf.direction-Lfor
drawing-and painting 'porposca =

Consid appreciate and '`evaluate` imege"'47

suitability confidence end _

Initiative
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GRAPHICS Know 'hat a variety of images can be

pressod.in- graphic Ion!'

ly rages which are suitable for use in
various graphic areas

Co .ider graphic images according to a number of

criteria'

Know that selected eleMents and principles of

rhaign can be emphasized In' graphic

works .

Apply° the elements and principleS of design to

graphic works

. the influenae of the elements and prix- k
dotes of design in graphics from varicus

coints of view

Advanced Know . that personal preference is an Important - ',F,
factor inthe seleCtipn'and development

of imagery '

-.'personally, selected, 'images with in-

dapindenaa arldraelf-directicia'fot-,:4',
_gripsiepLypos0

-
Consider. -..*preciate and ',' avaliate r

suitability expressed graphics' with

.Tionlidence' nd'siMfinitlatiie ,
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and contemporary elopYlents

and demonstrate awareness of ceraMid

as part of the heritage' of art

. iirowledge gained from, studying

liistarical and contemporary develop,

mients- in cereefs .

;.
Consider the significance of historidaland con,

. temporary Pmiloprrents in influencing- .
fowl

strategies for evaluating ceramic works

Apply. critical strategie-i- to specific ceramic
works

(fonsider......and appreciate critical comments -in
relation to ceramics

Know that Certain historical and contemporary

developments In ceramics are of per-

sonal Interest

Apply selected historical and contemporary

developmehts to. projects in ceramics

Consider...... the significance of hiStorical and; con-

temporary- developments in cOr'arnies

with confidence and self-initiative
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dolnonstrate awareaess_of cl:aw;ng

and painting as 'part of the teritige of

art

t
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Know and frirtliPr develop pereenal strategies:

fni evaluating- ciramic:works

'Apply and respond to the uSe of critical

strategies .with Increased flue*

- ,

Consider appreciate and evaluate :Criticai en-

. ments in relation to various aspeets of

ceramics

Know strategies for = ealvating drawn and

painted works

.. ..critical strategies to specific drawn and

painted works .

appreciate, critical 'comments in

relation-to drawing and oainting

knowledge .gained_ tram 4tudying

historical and contemporary develop
monts- in draWing arid painting

ConsiJer the Significance4f historical; and,c011

temporary developments in intkencis

drawirtag ,sainting

Know that certain historical and contemporary.._

devel2pmene in Opting and painting

are of personal Interest .

Apply ..... selected historical- -and' cuterocorary

developmkts to prciject,, in drriwing.and

. painting ,

the significance of historical 'ard. con-
.

,temporary developments. in graphics

with confidence and sell..initiative

fonsidor

Know and further elop.perSonel strategies,.

for evaluatirg arid painted works:

and respond to the Use- of critical

strategies with increased-fluency _

Consider appreciate arid . eveluate:rfcritical-corn--,--

meets in relation to various aspects. or

Apply:

Grapgic2, (t;:-;ne.,)
Know . . .arz demonstrate} awareness of graphics

as Pail of the heritage of art

Apply krawledge, gained, i,,,from .Studying

1.15'.orical and contemporary develop=

11ts inlraphics

Consi2er t-.2 significance of historical and con=

temporary developments in nfluencing

graphics:.

... . ;that certain historiql and igriten1C°r°rY
develdpments in graphics are of per

oll,31 interest

Apply........saleeted. histnrical and contemporary
developments to-projects in graphics

Consider theksighificanCe of historical and con

-temporary. devOlopments in gra,nizs

ecnfiden2e\and

I ,
drawing and painting

I

1

Know. ,, strategies for eva!uat.ng graphic works

Apply, strategies to specific graphic
'works-

Consider.. '..and appreciate critical comments in

graphics

r.

Know and further develop personal strategies

for evaluating graphic works

Apply and respond to the use of critical

strategies with increased fluency_.

Consider appreciate and evaluate critical- cow

merits in relation to various aspects,d1

'graphics



Imagery Elements and Principles of Design

Know, ..... : that selected elements and principles of

design can be emphasized. In sculpture

works

SCULPTURE Basic -Know.. that a variety of _images can be ex-

pressod in various sculpture forms

Apply..., images which are suitable for use in

various sculpture areas

Consider, , , images in sculpted forms according to a

number of criteria

Apply...... . the elements and principles of design to

sculpture works

the Influence of the elements and prin-

ciples of .design in sculpture from

various points of view

Consider

Advanced Kriovr;';,, revel priference,la
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TrXTILES Basic Know that a variety of images are appropriate

for expression in textile art forms
.

Apply, . ... linages which are suitable for specific'

textile areas

images in textile art areas according to a

number of criteria

Consider.
tie

Know that selected elements and principles of

design can be emphasized in textile

works

Apply the elements and principles of design to

stages of textile work
. . . . . _

Consider., the influence of the emphasized

elements and principles of design in tex-

tile arts from various boints of view

Advanced Know.... .that certain imagestre sultable for pek._

Sonai development in,textiles
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:Apply ..... with -independence end self.

-- rclirection-for-textile-tiorposes----';-----i-i-

Consider-..y...appreciate and evaluate image

suitability in textiles With confidence

and'selUinitiative
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istorIcarlInd Con
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racy Developments Tteasoned CriticS0

Know . and rnonstrate awareness of sculpture
Sculpture (cont. )

as p t of the heritage of art

Apply knowledge gained from Studying

historical and contemporary develop-

ments in sculpture

Consider theiignificanee of higorical and con -

temporary developments in influencing

sculpture

Know strategies f
works

Apply.

that certain historical and Contemporary

developments in sculpture. are of per-

sonat interest

Apply_ ... ; seleaed historical and contemporary

developments to projeCti: In sculpture

Consider the significance of hiStorical and con-

temporary developments In sculture

with confidence and self-initiative

r evaluating sculptural

critical strategies' to specific sculpture

works

and appreciate critical comments in

relation. to sculpture

Textiles (befit:)
Knew. . _and demonstrate awareness of textiles

as part of the heritage of art

Apply. . .knowledge gained from studying

historical and contemporary develop-

ments in textiles.

. ...the significance of historical and con

temporary developments in influolcing

textiles'

-

Know......... and further develop personal strategies

in evaluating sculpture worki-1,.,

Apply and respond to lite"USe --'or CHOW

stiategies with increased fluency

Consider. apfreilate and evaluate critical 'Cent-

. relation to various ispectrof::_

.scUIPMre

Know strategies for evaluating textile works

Apply ..: critical strategies to specific ,textile

works

Consider..,..,and appreciate critical comments, in

relation to textile works

Know that certain historical and conterrurary

developments in textile arts are ei per-

sonal interest

. Apply seieCted.Aistoricat and conternterary

develaPmentslo pmjectsin-reitlis -

Consider the significance of historical and con-

temporary developments in textile kiaks

With confidence.and self-initiative

Know aad.turther, develop personal strategies

for evaluating textile works -

'respond to the use "of critical -
. strategic: with increaser! fluency

Consider appreciate and evaluate:critical' corn- .

merits in relation to various aspects of

textile works
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